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Foreword

The publication of the Multiannual Energy Programming (Programmation Pluriannuelle de l’Énergie – PPE) on 12 April 2020 

confirms the importance of the wind industry, both onshore and offshore, in France’s energy transition strategy. The 

objectives are ambitious, involving the doubling of the installed capacity for onshore wind power by 2028 and launching a call 

for tenders for offshore wind each year at a rate of around 1 GW per year.

The health crisis we have just undergone demonstrates that this is a smart move. The production of renewable electricity 

remained at very high levels during this period, which was out of the ordinary in more than one respect. For wind power, the 

average coverage rate was 8.8% during the first semester, and even reached 31% in May. 

The crisis provided an early demonstration of the capacity of renewable energies to contribute to securing the power supply, 

in addition to their favourable impact on climate change. We are therefore further fortified in determination to extensively 

develop renewable energies in order to achieve the ambitious objectives of the multiannual energy programming.

The industry also demonstrates that the energy transition is a source of employment, with an 11% increase in wind jobs in 

2019. There are currently 20,000 people working in the industry. It also benefits regional economic development by allowing 

decentralized power generation close to citizens. Thanks to the provisions in favour of participatory engagement carried by 

the government, communities and citizens are now more involved in wind projects.
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Foreword

In its role as the spearhead of the energy transition, wind power must be exemplary. This is why, in consultation with 

professional federations, the government has taken new measures that address public expectations, most notably in terms of 

the excavation of foundations, financial guarantees, and the recycling of wind farms. We will continue working with all 

stakeholders in order to ensure harmonious development of wind power, which is essential to achieving our objectives. We 

will also continue working on simplifying procedures relating to offshore wind power, without, however, reducing the 

importance given to stakeholder dialogue, and supporting the development of the first wind farms, the success of which will 

determine that of the entire industry. .

I wish to commend all the players in the industry. They have every right to be proud of supporting the ecological transition,

the development of our regions, and our economy.

Barbara POMPILI
Minister for the Ecological Transition
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Nicolas Wolff, President of France Énergie Éolienne, 

and Cécile Maisonneuve-Cado, President of the 

Industry Committee
1: Harris Interactive study – October 2018

Op-ed

Since the last publication of the Observatory, the

COVID-19 epidemic has caused an unprecedented

health crisis, with long-lasting consequences.

Against this difficult background, the wind

industry proved worthy and demonstrated that it

is a fundamental asset not only for the energy

sector, but also for the entire French economy.

The sector has indeed successfully maintained

the continuity of its operations throughout the

unprecedented period and furthermore played an

exemplary role thanks to the mobilization and

responsiveness of all those involved. This

demonstrates the resilience of the wind

industry.

In addition, in the very throes of the crisis, public

authorities have confirmed that they were

expecting the wind sector to continue with its fast

pace of development by publishing the final

version of the Pluriannual Energy Programming

(PPE) for the 2023–2028 period. The PPE

forecasts that installed wind capacity will have to

increase by 140% by 2028 compared to 2019.

These objectives set a course that can only be met

if the delay due to the health crisis is made up for

and, above all, if the regulatory framework is

simplified.

The wind sector is a key pillar of the energy

transition that has demonstrated its

competitiveness. For this reason, its

representatives call for a sustainable economic

recovery plan, a real French Wind Deal, following

the lead of the European Green Deal. France must

give itself the means to achieve its objectives.

The year 2020 also marks the structuring of the

offshore wind industry and the start of the

construction phase in several projects (in Saint-

Nazaire and Fécamp). This signals the inception of

a much anticipated boom for the technology,

which could give France’s offshore wind industrial

sector a global reach.

As at December 31, 2019, the sector represented

more than 20,200 direct jobs, an increase of 11%

compared to last year. By 2028, wind power, both

onshore and offshore, should generate nearly

50,000 jobs in France. The sector is the leading

employer in the renewable energy sector

nationwide.

However, as representatives of the industry, we

remain aware that challenges lie ahead.

Though 73% of French people have a good image

of wind power,1 the successful regional

integration of our wind farms remains a priority.

We are constantly working for a harmonious

development and a fair distribution of wind farms

by modernizing them (through repowering) and by

establishing working groups bringing together

government and industry players for this purpose.

The issues regarding the recyclability of the

wind farms remains as topical as ever. The sector

continues to make progress on these aspects by

working jointly with the French government on

defining an exemplary regulatory context

requiring almost 100% recyclability of turbine

components for new projects.

The deployment of digital and technological tools

also improves the territorial integration of

projects, particularly in terms of biodiversity

preservation, which has become a major issue

for the sector. It is worth noting the increase in

the number of positions relating to digital

technologies as well as ecosystems (ecologists) for

the purposes of mitigating the environmental

impact of wind projects, which demonstrates the

diversity of jobs offered in the sector.

Another challenge that we intend to overcome:

the sector is struggling to recruit technicians for

the operation and maintenance of the wind farms.

These jobs are highly qualified, non-relocatable

and are long-term, with a twenty to twenty-five

year perspective at the very least. This supply of

skills is crucial to ensure the resilience of the

sector, hence the need to strengthen the visibility

of training programmes to perpetuate this link in

the wind value chain.

The wind industry is today at a turning point in

its development. The context of the health crisis

has demonstrated that wind power has a rightful

place in the energy mix as a clean, resilient and

competitive source of power. The ambition set

by the PPE and the ecological emergency confirm

the leading role that wind power must play in the

energy transition.
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Key figures of the wind energy sector (2019)
An installed capacity 

of  16.6 GW as at
31 Dec. 2019

20,200 jobs as at 

12 Dec. 2019, +11%
compared to 2018

6.3 % of France’s 

power generation

€62.2 per MWh during 

the latest CFT that took 
place in Feb. 2020 (AO5)

~2 GW per year of 

additional capacity till 
2028

1 GW per year of 

additional capacity by 
2024

€44 per MWh during 

the latest call for tenders 
for Dunkirk

8,000 turbines 

installed

€200 million
in tax revenue

France’s No. 2
renewable energy in 

terms of power 

generation

No. 1 employer in 

the renewable energy 

sector

Wind turbines that 

are up to 95%
recyclabe

Sources: FEE study, PPE, CRE, RTE

20,200 jobs as at 

12 Dec. 2019, +11%
compared to 2018
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The wind industry

Overview of the wind industry value chain

Porting

Pre-project engineering

Structural components

Large electrical components

Electronic systems

Mechanical systems

Assembly

Design
engineering

Site preparation

Logistics

Connection to the grid

Design
engineering

Other services 

Operation

Maintenance

Wind farm renewal

Disassembly

Recycling

Component
manufacturers
and assembly

OperationDevelopment
Installation,
commissioning

End of life*1 2 3 4 5

Source: ADEME - Study on the French wind power sector: assessment, prospective and strategy
* Companies specializing only in this link of the value chain are excluded from calculations

Up to 70% of the value of a wind turbine is acquired in Europe, which proves that the sector is well grounded on the 
continent.
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France has set a goal to become carbon-neutral by
2050. The PPE published in April sets out the country's
energy transition objectives until 2028. The text
provides that the capacity of wind power will increase
by 45% within the next 3 years.

With only 1,337 MW of newly grid-connected capacity
in 2019, installed wind capacity must gain pace. France
aims to ramp up new installations to 2,000 MW per
year over the next decade in order to achieve its target
of 34 GW of total grid-connected capacity by 2028.

Offshore wind capacities must also grow at a sustained
rate. To achieve the objectives set by the PPE, almost
1,000 MW of capacity will have to be allocated through
calls for tenders, each and every year by 2024, up until
2028.

It is imperative that this schedule is respected to
support the country's energy transition policy. The
health crisis and its economic impacts will cause delays
in the commissioning of new projects however.

Source: PPE implementing decree, published in the French official gazette on April 23, 2020
PPE: Multiannual Energy Programming (Programmation Pluriannuelle de l’Énergie – PPE).

The PPE published on April 23, 2020 reflects the goodwill the sector 

has accrued.

Introduction

+ circa 1 GW per year

+ circa 2 GW per 
year

Objectives in terms of installed capacity in GW as determined 

by the PPE
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The wind power market

A. Overview of the wind power 

market
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Overview of the wind power market

1.3 GW of wind capacity was commissioned in France in 2019

MW commissioned per manufacturer (rounded to the nearest unit) from 1 July 2019 to 31 December 2019

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S
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66

47

19

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Newly grid-connected 
capacity in 2019: 

1,337 MW

Source: FEE study
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Overview of the wind power market

As of 30 June 2020, there is a total grid-connected capacity of 17.13 GW in 
France

MW commissioned per manufacturer (rounded to the nearest unit)
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Other

Total capacity as at
30 June 2020:

17,127 MW

Source: FEE study

74

3

9

28

41

80

819

1 748

2 458

2 492

4 206

5 170
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Overview of the installed capacity

17 operators run an installed wind power capacity of upwards of 

300 MW
MW in service that are operated either directly or on behalf of third parties (1)

502 MW of which are operated by Energieteam , 108 MW by Engie Green, and the rest by third parties. 

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

2 584
1 675

1 087
951

707
618

568
532

515
453
451

431
430

390
376

317
312
307

274
259

Active wind capacity 
as at 30 June 2020:

17,127 MW

662

(1) Data from the FEE database as at 01/07/2020; figures are rounded to the nearest unit; data for the last semester are consolidated on the following semester
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Overview of the wind power market

The sector continues to progress throughout the territory

Wind capacities are distributed over the country, with more

than 1,450 wind farms featuring 8,436 wind turbines that are

located in all regions of mainland France as well as in overseas

territories.

Hauts-de-France and Grand Est are the top wind regions.

These two regions alone represent 50% of France’s installed

capacity. Meanwhile, Occitanie, the historical birthplace of

the French wind industry, ranks 3d nationally.

Other regions continue to progress. For instance, the Centre–

Val de Loire, Pays de la Loire and Nouvelle-Aquitaine

connected more than 100 MW each in extra capacity between

June 2019 and June 2020.

The Pays de la Loire region has hit the 1 GW mark in terms

of installed wind turbines, which testifies to the harmonious

development of the sector that is underway throughout the

country.

Total grid-connected wind farm capacity per region 

as at 30 June 2020 – in MW

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

100 1,000 2,000 5,0000

Source: FEE study

7 regions out of a total of 13 have more than 1,000 MW
of wind power connected to the grid at the end of June 2020

85

15

16

10
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Wind power is undergoing consolidation through mergers and 

acquisitions

Overview of the wind power market

Source: Capgemini Invent study

New entrants
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The wind power market

B. Covid-19 and the industry’s 

resilience
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During the confinement period, from March 17 to
May 11, 2020, the sector demonstrated its
resilience by ensuring the continuity of its
operations. Maintenance operations were carried
out while complying with protective measures and
the supervision of the wind farms was carried out
remotely.

This is reflected in the fact that average wind power
production during the lockdown period between
March to May was 3.5% higher than in 2019, and up
to 15% higher over the course of the month of
May, which demonstrates that the sector has been
able to cope successfully. As for the average load
factor over the period, it remained virtually
identical at 26.43% in 2019 and 26.43% in 2020.
25.13%. The industry has been able to adapt
perfectly.

Sources: Eco2mix, RTE, 2020

Covid-19 and the industry’s resilience

The wind industry has shown itself to be exemplary by ensuring 

continuity of operations throughout the health crisis.

Average prod.
(in GW)
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Average total wind power production in France

over the months of March, April and May 2019/2020 – in GW
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For example, during the very midst of the
health crisis, renewable energies contributed
up to 39% of the French power mix, 24%
coming from wind power alone. French wind
farms then generated a full 12.8 GW of electric
power. This performance was achieved on
March 29, 2020, two weeks after the
lockdown started in France.

During the confinement, the sector was thus
able to ensure an exemplary continuity of
service and to significantly contribute to the
French electricity mix.

Sources: Eco2mix, RTE, 2020

Covid-19 and the industry’s resilience

On Sunday March 29, 2020, wind power amounted to 24% of the 

French electricity mix
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Total wind power production in France at 6 pm on Sunday March 29, 2020 – in MW
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Covid-19 and the industry’s resilience

Certain stages of the life cycle of wind power projects have been 

lengthened by the health crisis

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Prefeasibility 
analysis

Project design

Authorizations

Financing

Construction

Operation

Disassembly and 
recycling

• Identifying favourable areas
• Identifying connection capacities
• First contact with elected officials, farmers and farm owners
• Legal agreement with landowners and operators

• Measuring of the potential
• Choosing the hardware
• Iniating the dialogue and consultation process with 

local stakeholders
• Verifying the technical and financial capacity of the 

project leader
• Conducting impacts studies and filing 

environmental authorization applications

• Environmental authorization procedure
• Public survey
• Consulting the departmental commission 

for nature, landscapes and sites (CDNPS)

Administrative decision
• Prefectoral decision
• Possibility of contentious appeal

• Capital contribution by 
shareholders

• Discussion with lending 
banks

• Ordering the 
components

• Civil engineering
• Installing the wind farm
• Compliance check
• Connection to the grid

Submitting a 
bid to the call 

for tenders
Setting the purchase prices)
(based on future equipment prices)

Life cycle of wind projects

Repowering

Winning project of the call for tenders

Commissio
ning

Completion deadlines imposed 
by the tender specifications:
Wind = 36 months

Possible request 
for appeal

Disruption 
due to COVID-
19

Bringing a wind project to fruition,
from pre-feasibility analysis to
operation, takes a long time. On
average, this takes 6 to 8 years.

Due to Covid-19, many stages were
disrupted, particularly in connection
with the discontinuation and
gradual resumption of dialogue with
elected officials and other local
stakeholders.

The operation phase was only
slightly impacted, testifying to the
resilience of the industry.

As the appeal periods have been
extended until the end of the
summer and given that the projects
under construction have been
temporarily halted due to the
lockdown, a downward impact is to
be feared regarding the volume of
grid-connected projects in 2020

Source: FEE study
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Beyond operational impact, consequences of the crisis on
industry players due to the delay in certain projects are to be
expected and will be perceptible in the months to come.

Indeed, due to the implementation of social distancing
measures and protective measures, the projects under
construction experienced a temporary shutdown period
during the lockdown. Some projects were able to resume
before the official end of the lock-down, but, as they are
running late, delays in the schedule are to be expected
regarding commissioning.

In addition, the impact on development is very real due to the
slowing down of administrative procedures, difficulties in
continuing the dialogue with elected officials and the
discontinuation of public consultations. The impact is likely
to delay the schedules provided by the developers by several
months and risks making it difficult to meet the objectives
set by the PPE.

Finally, the value chain may also be impacted by this shut-
down due to certain orders being withheld or postponed.

Covid-19 and the industry’s resilience

The health crisis risks delaying between 300 and 700 MW of wind 

capacity over the next few years

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Source: FEE study

“We must collectively find the means to make up for the
time lost during the crisis", Pauline Le Bertre, General
Delegate of FEE
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Covid-19 and the industry’s resilience

The health crisis and continuity of service of 
electricity grids

Grid operators were especially mobilized to ensure
continuity of service during the COVID-19 health crisis
of early 2020. More than ever, teams were mobilized in
order to ensure the safety and permanent balance of
the electricity grid. This smooth operation was made
possible thanks to the support of the regulation body,
the public authorities, all the players in the sector–
producers, grid operators, suppliers–, as well as the
maintaining of electricity markets.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Support for European industrial sectors

The European Green Deal must be the cornerstone of this
recovery plan. The modernization of electricity systems and the
decarbonisation of the electricity sector, notably through the
development of renewable energies, form a growth agenda
that is such as to preserve jobs and create new ones.

Enedis will continue being a major investor in the energy
transition, serving the decarbonisation of the economy through
green electricity and will be at the core of the ambitions of the
PPE, which projects a doubling of the installed capacity in the
wind energy sector (almost 90% of which are currently
connected to the distribution grid).

In addition, the health crisis has highlighted the need to make
the grid even more resilient and flexible. Digital
infrastructure largely contributes to these two objectives by
facilitating the operation and maintenance of networks as close
as possible to technical limits. This is why RTE is proposing to
invest in innovative digital technologies to enable electricity
networks to fully play their role as the “central nervous system”
of the electrical system. In addition, a range of flexible solutions
will be required regarding the transmission and distribution
grids in order to integrate a larger share of renewable energies
and contribute to the energy transition.

The development of a resilient and flexible grid at the 
heart of the green recovery

The power grid has successfully coped with the health crisis

The crisis has highlighted the need to bolster the
industrial sectors that are essential to strategic
infrastructure and to do so at the European level. It is an
issue of sovereignty. RTE is moving forward with a
recovery plan that will ensure that service providers and
manufacturers will maintain a presence in Europe and
develop there. As they are specialists in key technologies
related to power grids, this will strengthen our energy,
technological and industrial independence. This
approach will also actively contribute to economic
reconstruction.
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The wind power market

C. Wind power as a key to 

France’s economic revival

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S
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The Green Deal–the European recovery plan announced on December 11, 2019 by the European Commission–plans to place
the development of renewable energies at its core. As for the recovery plan presented by the French government, it earmarks
€30 billion to finance the ecological transition. Wind power is an essential solution for the “world after COVID-19”. This is why
FEE is proposing a Wind Deal that would exploit the full potential of the sector to contribute significantly to the energy
landscape of tomorrow. Several measures have been announced to achieve this goal.

.

Wind power as a key to France’s economic revival

The Wind Deal: our recommendation for a French-style Green Deal

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Facilitate the upgrading of wind farms and 
relax spatial constraints to achieve the 

objectives of the PPE

Ensure a stable economic and 
regulatory framework by 

observing the pace for the calls 
for tenders provided for in the 

PPE and for administrative 
processes, as well as by ensuring 

that the pricing mechanisms 
remain predictable

Ensure that commissioning 
deadlines for projects affected by the 

health crisis are extended (by 12 
months)

Authorize on-demand warning lights 
for the benefit of neighbouring 

residents

Speed up processing times 
for judicial reviews

Undertake a prospective 
study on maritime spatial 

planning and the deployment 
of offshore wind in the 

medium run

Streamline competitive tendering procedures 
for offshore wind farm projects, while 

respecting the rights of involved parties

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

Source: FEE study

The full text of the Wind Deal proposed by FEE can be 
found on: fee.asso.fr
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The wind power market

D. The French wind market 

within the European context

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S
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context

Europe’s wind energy sector continues to grow, with strategies that 

differ for offshore and onshore wind in different countries

Sources: WindEurope, “Wind Energy in Europe in 2019” (2020), IEA and national energy companies

Focus on the 15 countries with the highest grid-connected capacity at the end of 2019

Grid-connected capacity (onshore and offshore) in Europe at the 

end of 2019

Country

Newly grid-

connected 

capacity in 

2017 (MW)

Grid-connected 

capacity in

2018 (MW)

Grid-

connected 

capacity in

2019 (MW)

Combined

installed 

capacity at the 

end of 2019 

(MW)

… of which 

offshore 

capacity at the 

end of 2019 

(MW)

% of the 

electricity mix 

in 2019

1 Germany 6,581 3,122 2,189 61,357 7,445 24.6%

2 Spain 96 397 2,319 25,808 5 20.8%

3 UK 4,270 1,901 2,393 23,515 9,945 19.8%

4 France 1,692 1,548 1,337 16,646 2 6.3%

5 Italy 252 452 456 10,512 0 6.7%

6 Sweden 197 707 1,588 8,985 192 10,5%*

7 Denmark 342 268 402 6,128 1,703 47%

8 Poland 41 16 53 5,917 0 8.7%

9 Portugal 0 53 69 5,437 8 27.8%

10 Netherlands 81 104 97 4,600 1,118 9.5%

11 Ireland 426 193 463 4,155 25 33%

12 Belgium 467 513 577 3,879 1,556 9.5%

13 Greece 282 192 727 3,576 0 12%

14 Austria 196 201 152 3,159 0 8.8%

15 Romania 5 0 0 3,029 0 11.5%

France

16,646 MW

Spain

25,808 MW

UK

23,515 MW
Germany

61,357 MW

Sweden

8,985 MW

Italy

10,512 MW

Ireland

4,155 MW

Portugal

5,437 MW

Norway

2,444 MW

Finland

2,284 MW

Romania

3,029 MW

Poland

5,917 MWBelgium

3,879 MW

Netherlands

4,600 MW

Denmark

6,128 MW

Greece

3,576 MW

Estonia

320 MW

Latvia

66 MW

Lithuania

548 MW

Switzerland

75 MW

Austria

3,159 MW

Czech Rep.

337 MW

Croatia

652 MW

Hungary

329 MW

Slovakia

3 MW

Slovenia

3 MW

Bosnia-H.

87 MW

Kosovo

32 MWMontenegro

118 MW

Serbia

374 MW

Ukraine

1,170 MW

Luxembourg

136 MW

Bulgaria

691 MW

Turkey

8,056 MW

Belarus

3 MW

Russia

191 MW

North 

Macedonia

37 MW

Total grid-connected wind farm capacity – MW
Key:

500 5,000 10,000 20,000

Change in grid-connected 
capacity in 2019

<10% >10%
30,000
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* Data for 2018

On average, wind power contributes 17% of the electricity mix in 
the fifteen European countries that have the largest wind power 
capacities. In France, wind power contributes 6.3% of total 
electricity, ranking 13th place. There remains considerable potential 
to be exploited.
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The French wind market within the European 
context

Europe’s wind energy sector continues to expand but with stark 

disparities between countries; France is ranked number 4 in terms of 

grid-installed capacity in Europe.

Germany is No.3 in Europe with 2,189 MW grid-

connected in 2019.

Sweden and France complete the ranking of the most

dynamic countries in Europe with 1,588 MW and 1,336

MW of new capacity installed in 2019, respectively.

France remains the fourth largest country in Europe by

installed wind capacity, at 16.6 GW, lagging far behind

Germany, which keeps its European lead with a total

installed capacity of 61.4 GW. On another note, wind

power in France covered 7.2% of total power

consumption in 2019.

In Europe, total grid-connected wind power capacity at

the end of 2019 was 205 GW, of which 183 GW was

onshore wind and 22 GW offshore wind. This grid-

connected capacity generated 417 TWh of electricity in

2019 and covers 15% of Europe’s total electricity

needs.

The increase in wind power capacity in Europe has risen

by only 15.4 GW in 2019. This amounts to 27% more

than in 2018, but 10% less than the 2017 record.

In Europe, three countries have achieved more than 2

GW of newly grid-connected wind capacity in 2019: the

United Kingdom, Spain and Germany.

The United Kingdom is the European leader in terms of

additional grid-connected capacity, with 2,393 MW

grid-connected in 2019, including 1,764 MW in

offshore capacity. Spain comes second with 2,319 MW

of exclusively onshore capacity.
Sources: WindEurope, “Wind Energy in Europe in 2019” (2020), RTE Electricity report for 2019
RTE Electrical Balance Sheet 2018
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The wind power market

E. The place of wind power in 

the French energy mix
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The place of wind power in the French energy mix

Wind power currently accounts for 6.3% of French power generation and is 
currently experiencing significant growth: +21% between 2018 and 2019

Total power generation
537.7 TWh

-2 %

Source: RTE – Electricity report for 2019

Nuclear
379.5 TWh

-3.5%

Hydropower
60 TWh
-12.1%

Wind
34.1 TWh

21.2%

Solar
11.6 TWh

7.8%

Bioenergy
9.9 TWh

3.6%

Thermal
42.6 TWh

9.8%

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

70,60%

11,20%

7,20%

6,30%

2,20%

1,80%

0,30%

0,40%

Nuclear (70,6%) Hydropower (11,2%)

Gas (7,2%) Wind (6,3%)

Sun power (2,2%) Bioenergy (1,8%)

Coal (0,3%) Fuel oil (0,4%)
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The wind power market

F. Economic and fiscal benefits 

for local authorities
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Economic and fiscal benefits for local authorities

Wind energy acts as a catalyst for the energy transition of French regions. Many local authorities, including municipalities,

local public service companies (EPCI), départements and regions, are working to support wind development. Private players

with strong local links, the syndicats d’énergie (local authorities in charge of the management of the electricity and gas

concessions), local distribution companies and local elected officials are committed to helping new wind farms set up

successfully, thereby sending a strong signal of the vitality and modernity of the local economy and institutions.

Similarly, the development of wind farm locally often brings about promising local projects, including biomass boilers, the

rehabilitation of public buildings, the creation of short food supply chains and so on.

Wind power contributes to the economic activity and appeal of French 

host regions and localities...

Contributes to the emergence of new local projects

Contributes to the economic dynamism of French host 

regions and localities

Contributes to the energy transition of French host 

regions and localities 
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Economic and fiscal benefits for local authorities

Among their economic windfalls, wind power installations generate various tax revenues, notably in the form of property

taxes, the corporate real estate tax (cotisation foncière des entreprises – CFE), the company value-added contribution

(cotisation sur la valeur ajoutée des entreprises – CVAE), and the flat tax on network infrastructure companies (impôt

forfaitaire sur les entreprises du réseau – IFER). These tax revenues are in the range of 10 to 15,000 euros per installed

MW per annum; they are redistributed between the different local authorities mainly based on the tax regime of the EPCI

(public inter-municipal cooperation establishment) of the host locality of the project site.

... and contributes to the budget of local authorities

3 MW €30–45k

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Generally speaking, for projects commissioned in 2019–2020, the bloc communal and the bloc des
collectivités (département and region) receive approximately €7,500 and €4,500, respectively, from the
departmental tax office per installed MW per year, from all sources of taxation.
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Economic and fiscal benefits for local authorities

The proceeds from the IFER is distributed between the host locality, the départment and the EPCI (public inter-municipal

cooperation establishment, which is an administrative entity that brings together several municipalities). The distribution of

IFER proceeds differs according to whether the host community belongs to an EPCI or not (and the choice concerning local

taxation):

Focus on IFER, the flat tax on network infrastructure companies (impôt 

forfaitaire sur les entreprises du réseau)

In some cases, host communities may receive nothing from IFER (when the EPCI choose not to redistribute any funds)

including when the municipality has in fact been proactive in helping with the installation of a wind farm within their territory.

One of the measures put forward by the national taskforce on wind power makes it possible to systematically allocate 20%

of the tax proceeds from IFER to host communities for projects authorized since January, 1st 2019.

Single municipality

EPCI with 
complementary 
taxation (EPCI à 

fiscalité 
additionnelle —

FA)

EPCI with zonal 
business taxation 

(EPCI à fiscalité 
professionnelle de 

zone — FPZ)

EPCI with single 
wind power 

taxation (EPCI à 
fiscalité éolienne 
unique — FEU)

EPCI with single 
business taxation 

(EPCI à fiscalité 
professionnelle 
unique — FPU)

Tax components of 
IFER for wind 

turbines

20% for the 
municipality
80% for the 

département

20% for the municipality
50% for the EPCI

30% for the département

70% for the EPCI
30% for the département
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Economic and fiscal benefits for local authorities

A recently commissioned French wind farm generates around €50

million in revenue over its lifetime, as well as contributing €7 million in

local and national tax revenues

* Result of the last call for tender on 13 Feb. 2020

A recently commissioned French wind
farm (outline of a generic case)

▪ Features 5 turbines

▪ Of approximately 3 MW each

▪ Generating power 2,500 hours per year
in full power equivalent

▪ Under a 20-year contract

▪ With a price fixed by tender at

▪ €62.2*/MWh

Wind farm revenues

▪ Corporate income tax (impôt sur la 
société – IS)

Contributions to the French state 

▪ IFER, the flat tax on network
infrastructure companies: €7,470 per
grid-connected MW per year (vs.
€3,115 per grid-connected MW per
year for nuclear and fossil-fired
thermal)

▪ Corporate real estate tax (cotisation
foncière des entreprises – CFE)

▪ Company value-added contribution
(CVAE)

▪ Property tax (taxe foncière)

▪ Rent

Local contributions

€50m over 20 years, of which €40m 
come from the market and €10m 

from subsidies (additional income)

€1m in total tax contributions to 
the French state over 20 years 

€6m of total local tax contributions 
over 20 years
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The wind power market

G. Onshore technologies are 

continuing to make progress
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progress

The wind, a source to be mastered

The efficiency of wind turbines depends on

wind speed and frequency. A site with winds

averaging 30 km/h will be approximately eight

times more productive than another site with

winds averaging 15 km/h. In France, a project is

considered economically interesting when the

annual average speed at the site is around 21

to 25 km/h.

Other criteria are also taken into account,

such as the capacity of the soil to support

the foundations and the connection to the

power grid.

Wind turbines transform the kinetic energy of the wind into electrical 

power

Wind turbines must aim for an optimal rotor size to be able to capture

winds that are both strong and continuous.

The larger the diameter of the rotor (5 and 6), the higher the energy

captured.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Source: FEE study
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Model Manufacturer
Total capacity 

(MW)

1 E-82 1,650

2 V-90 1,612

3 MM-92 1520

4 E-70 1,452

5 V-100 1,268

6 N-90 854

7 N-100 685

8 V112 635

9 MM-82 589

10 N-117 552

Model Manufacturer
Installed 

capacity (MW)

1 N117 171

2 V100 156.2

3 V112 153.45

4 V117 102.15

5 V105 102.15

6 N131 82.2

7 E82 77.9

8 V110 75

9 E103 70.5

10 E70 36.8

Most installed turbines as at 30 June 2020 (total 

number)

Most installed turbines in 2019

This is a trend toward an increase in the unit power of turbines

Source: FEE study
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Average turbine unit power installed in 2019 in Europe (3.1MW)

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Supersize wind turbines are now coming to France, but installed wind 

turbines remain equipped with unit capacities that rank among the 

lowest on the continent

This contributes to the proliferation of small wind farms all over the country due to compliance with national
regulations and their numerous constraints, which deprives citizens of a cheaper energy source.

Sources: Wind energy in Europe in 2019, Trends and statistics (2020)

Onshore technologies are continuing to make 
progress

Supersize wind turbines are
gradually arriving in France
(including the Chamole wind farm
in the Jura département and
Massay in the Cher département).
Supersize wind turbines can reach
the stronger and more regular
winds that blow at higher
elevations. A larger rotor diameter
also allows for a greater power
output. In both cases, the wind
turbines have a blade-tip height of
193 m and a hub height of 135 m in
the example above.

The unit power of wind turbines
installed in France in 2019
nevertheless remains among the
lowest on the European continent
though it ranked No. 1 in terms of
the number of wind turbines
installed in 2019.
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progress

The industry is working on addressing these constraints that are 

slowing the arrival of supersize wind turbines, both for wind farm 

renewals and new projects

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Aeronautical constraints:
It is impossible to locate a wind 
turbine within less than 30 km 
of a military radar. In addition, 

though the military represents 
10% of air traffic, military 
flight paths crubs the 
installation of wind turbines on 
almost 50% of the territory. It 
is therefore challenging to 
install wind turbines over a 
large part of the country, and 
even more so when more than 
150 meters high.

Regulatory constraints:
In France, the development and renewal of wind
farms with larger wind turbines is hindered by
regulatory and landscape constraints that make it

a long and complex process.

Logistics: Transporting large components (such as blades
exceeding 74 m) can prove arduous due to the sometimes

cramped roads, numerous roundabouts, the crossing of bridges
and, sometimes, the ban on transporting these components at
night. This forces manufacturers to find other ways (air, sea) to
deliver the blades.

Source: FEE study
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The wind power market

H. Offshore wind
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Offshore wind

Offshore wind, a booming technology

Bottom-fixed offshore wind

Fixed-bottom wind turbines are intended for
seabed depths of up to 50–60 m and can
harness strong coastal winds.
Projected unit capacity: 6-8 MW (AO1/CFT
No.1) and up to 12–15 MW (AO3/CFT No.3)

Floating offshore wind

Floating wind turbines are connected to the
seabed by anchor lines and can therefore be
located further offshore at seabed depths
starting at depths of 30 to 50 m. Projected
unit capacity: 8–10 MW (pilot farms)

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Offshore wind power is expected to represent 10% of grid-
connected wind power capacity in France in 2023

Source: FEE study

In 2020, there were 7 awarded offshore projects under 

development and 4 pilot offshore projects in France. 

Though construction on offshore projects first started in 

2019, the offshore wind sector should represent 10% of 

grid-connected wind capacity in France in 2023.

The offshore wind market is segmented based on distance 

and foundation type:
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Offshore wind

With its 3,500 km of coastline, metropolitan France has the second largest wind power potential in Europe, behind Great

Britain and ahead of Germany. Nevertheless, France is currently less ambitious than its European neighbours: the PPE

published in April 2020 provides for a target of 5.2 to 6.2 GW of offshore wind power in service in 2028, while the objective of

the British Government for offshore wind is to reach 40 GW by 2030. Germany should surpass its 2020 target of 6.5 GW and is

expecting to achieve 20 GW by 2030 and 40 GW by 2040.

France has drawn up a roadmap for offshore wind power

2011 2013 2015 2016 2017 2018
2021-
2023

2023-2024 2027-2028

The first call 

for tenders 

for bottom-

fixed offshore 

wind power 

was issued 

and awarded 

in 2012 to 

four projects 

for a total of 

approximately 

2 GW.

The first call 

for tenders 

for bottom-

fixed offshore 

wind power 

was issued 

and awarded 

in 2014 to 

two projects 

for a total of 

approximately 

1 GW.

The call for 

proposals for 

pilot floating 

offshore 

farms is 

launched and 

awarded in 

2016 to 

four projects 

for a total of 

112.5 MW.

The third call 

for tenders 

for bottom-

fixed offshore 

wind off the 

coast of 

Dunkerque

was issued, 

and awarded 

on 14 June 

2019.

1st floating 

wind turbine 

in France: 

Floatgen. 

Commissionin

g on the RME 

SEM-REV test 

site in 2019.

The offshore 

wind projects 

of the first 

and second 

call for 

tenders are 

confirmed.

Adoption of 

components 1 

& 2 of the sea 

basin strategic 

documents 

(DSF). Public 

discussions on 

the 4th CFT in 

Normandy and 

the 5th call in 

Brittany. 

Adoption of 

the April 2020 

PPE.

Commissioning 

of the projects 

of the first call 

for tenders for 

fixed-bottom 

offshore wind; 

commissioning 

of the pilot 

floating wind 

farms.

Commissionin

g of the 

projects of the 

second call for 

tenders for 

fixed-bottom 

offshore wind.

Targeted 

commissionin

g of 

commercial 

floating wind 

power 

projects and 

the Dunkirk 

project 

(AO3/CFT 

No.3).

Bottom-fixed wind Floating wind

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

2019-
2020

Source: FEE study

Final investment 

decisions for AO1/CFT 

No.1 projects”.
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Offshore wind

Offshore wind turbines are cutting-edge technology, both

innovative and mature, specifically designed for the highly

challenging marine environment. They are more productive

than onshore turbines as they can harness stronger and

more regular winds.

These new offshore renewable energy generation facilities

will both help achieve the national objectives for

diversifying the energy mix and help bring about a vibrant

wind power sector with the capacity to reach new

markets abroad. Several plants and hundreds of wind

power jobs have already been created; several thousand

more will emerge following the installation and

commissioning of the current projects (see the focus

devoted to the 2020 Observatory for marine energies).

The sector expects 15,000 jobs to be related to offshore

wind power in France in 2030.

France boasts many advantages as far as offshore wind power is 

concerned, most notably its extended maritime boundaries as well as 

its industrial, energy and maritime expertise, its port infrastructure, 

and its meshed power grid

Barge Semi-submersible Spar Tension-leg platform

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Examples of floating offshore wind installations:

Bottom-fixed wind is the most mature and competitive MRE
technology and it has projects at advanced stages. Fixed-
bottom offshore wind accounts for 82% of the turnover of
the sector.

Source: FEE study, 2020 Observatory for marine energies
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After the start of construction in Saint-Nazaire, the Fécamp and Saint-

Brieuc projects are now underway

Offshore wind

Saint-Brieuc
SG 8.0-167 DD 
62 turbines – 496 MW
Project is authorized, start of 
construction 
Commissioning scheduled for 2023

Courseulles-sur-Mer

64 turbines – 448 MW
SWT-7.0-154
Project is authorized

Fécamp
71 turbines – 497 MW
SWT-7.0-154. Project is
authorized, start of construction
Commissioning scheduled for 2023

Saint-Nazaire
Haliade 150 – 6 MW
80 turbines – 480 MW
Project is authorized, 
construction is underway
Commissioning scheduled for 2022

3.5 GW 
€11.5 billion 

investment 

Dieppe-Le Tréport 
SG 8.0-167 DD 
62 turbines – 496 MW
Project is authorized

Yeu-Noirmoutier
SG 8.0-167 DD 
62 turbines – 496 MW
Project is authorized

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Source: FEE study

Dunkerque (Dunkirk)

~600 MW
Public discussions during S2 2020
Risk reduction in progress

The increase in investment and employment in 2019 and early 2020 is partly linked to the start of construction of the first 480 MW offshore 
wind farm off the French coast, in Saint-Nazaire, the production of its nacelles has indeed started in GE Renewable Energy’s factory in Saint-
Nazaire. 
Construction will also soon start at the Fécamp offshore wind farm, which is slated for a 497 MW capacity and should be commissioned by 
2023. The construction work should mobilize more than 1,400 local jobs as well as more than 100 jobs related to the maintenance of the 
wind farm. The Saint-Brieuc wind farm, with a capacity of 496 MW, has also seen its final investment decision confirmed and should be 
commissioned by 2023. The next final investment decision should concern the Courseulles project in Normandy (AO1/CFT No.1).
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Offshore wind
Offshore wind: France’s projects are boosting the development of the 

industry

GE Renewable Energy plant located

in Montoir de Bretagne

Assembly of 80 nacelles for 6 MW

wind turbines for the first French

offshore wind farm located in Saint-

Nazaire

300 direct jobs

450 direct and indirect jobs by the

end of 2020

Chantiers de l'Atlantique factory located in Saint-Nazaire

Includes 3 jacket-type foundation production units, transition

pieces and electrical substations for the Saint-Nazaire wind

farm

200 direct jobs

Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy plant

located in Le Havre

Manufacturing of blades, nacelles and

generators for offshore wind power

750 direct and indirect jobs by 2022
LM Wind Power Energy factory located

in Cherbourg

Manufacturing of blades

350 direct jobs created

550 direct and indirect jobs by 2021

M A R K E TJ O B SC H A L L E N G E SA P P E N D I X E S

1,720 jobs created 

in France by 2020 

in factories  

manufacturing

offshore wind 

turbine  

components

Source: FEE study

Construction work on the Fécamp

offshore wind farm began last June. 71

offshore wind turbines will be launched

by 2023. These wind turbines will be

manufactured in the future Siemens

Gamesa Renewable Energy factory in Le

Havre . Fecamp will be the second

offshore wind farm to be initiated in

France, following the one in Saint-Nazaire,

which should be commissioned in 2022.

The Saint-Nazaire project was kicked off in

late 2019. The nacelles for its turbines are

currently being produced at the GE

Renewable Energy plant located in

Montoir-de-Bretagne.

Lastly, the GE Renewable Energy (LM

Wind Power) plant located in Cherbourg

currently produces the longest blades in

the world for export projects won in the

United States and the United Kingdom.

Offshore wind power is an emerging

industrial sector that is soon to create

and sustain many direct and indirect jobs

in France.

Furthermore, the Saint-Nazaire factory

of the Chantiers de l’Atlantique

will manufacture the electrical 

substations for the Saint-Nazaire and 

Fécamp wind farms.

Global headquarters of GE Renewable Energy's

Offshore activity, located in Nantes

The site mainly brings together the engineering,

purchasing, quality, project management and

service departments.

200 direct jobs
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In November 2019, GE Renewable Energy (through its
subsidiary LM Wind Power) inaugurated its plant in
Cherbourg for the construction of blades for offshore wind
power. As at mid-2020, the plant has more than 300
employees and will be recruiting 250 more by early 2021.

In June 2020, Siemens Gamesa started construction of its
blades and nacelles plant in Le Havre after receiving
confirmation for two firm orders in France (Fécamp and
Saint-Brieuc). This plant will generate 750 additional jobs
and should be operational between late 2021 and early
2022.

Offshore wind power represents a promising industrial
sector as France will soon hold one third of Europe’s
offshore generation capacity

Focus on the factories of Cherbourg and Le Havre

Offshore wind

3D representation of the Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy plant in Le Havre

The largest blade in the world is manufactured at LM Wind Power’s Cherbourg 
factory

LM Wind Power’s factory in Cherbourg

The GE Renewable Energy (subsidiary: LM Wind Power) factory
has already manufactured the largest blade ever made (107
metres long) for the most powerful wind turbine in the world,
developed by GE Renewable Energy and with a demonstrator
that currently installed and operational in Rotterdam–the 12
MW Haliade-X.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Source: FEE study, LM Wind Power
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Offshore wind
A €220 million investment for the development of the MRE* terminal 

of the port of Brest intended for marine renewable energies
The industrialization of the offshore wind industry contributes to massive investments in certain French ports. Indeed, the
assembly of certain components is done at the dock. To carry out these complex operations, the port infrastructure must be
adapted. These investments form part of a long-term perspective to establish the know-how of the French offshore wind
industry and to thus consolidate its expertise in order to export turbines to Europe and to the rest of the world.

Work in progress for the construction of a polder in the port of Brest aimed at 
attracting activities related to marine energies

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Source: FEE study

The Brest port upgrade started in 2017, with the aim of
creating a 40 ha polder–an artificial expanse of land reclaimed
on the water–dedicated to marine renewable energies
(MREs), including offshore wind power (bottom-fixed and
floating) and tidal power.

The project represents an investment of €220 million from the
Brittany Region and its partners. The boom in the MRE sector is
expected to generate 400 to 500 direct jobs at the end of the
construction works, scheduled for 2024. The Spanish company
Navantia has chosen to operate from the port and will set up a
jacket foundation pre-assembly unit for the future offshore
wind farm in the bay of Saint-Brieuc. This market will mobilize
250 direct jobs over 2 years.

In addition to the port of Brest, the ports of Cherbourg, Le
Havre and Saint-Nazaire have also undertaken significant
investments to support the development of MREs on the
Atlantic coast. The ports of Marseille-Fos and Port-La
Nouvelle on the Mediterranean basin are also taking this
approach. France is very dynamic in this promising sector
offering strong growth potential in Europe and around the
world.

* MREs: Marine renewable energies
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Offshore wind
€252 million are being invested in extending the port of Port-La 

Nouvelle, which is intended among other things for floating offshore 

wind activities

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Development of the port of Port-La Nouvelle

Development of the port of Port-La Nouvelle

Source: FEE study

In 2016, Occitanie was chosen by the French government as a favourable site
for two floating wind farms. It is on the site of the port of Port-La Nouvelle,
which is France’s No. 3 Mediterranean port that wind turbines should be
assembled before being installed offshore, and it will also be used for
logistics coordination. Out of four pilot floating offshore wind power
projects in France, two are located off Leucate-Barcarès and Gruissan,
facing the Aude coast. They should be launched starting in 2021-2022, for a
test phase lasting approximately three years.

The port extension works started in the autumn of 2019. The Occitanie
region has committed to invest €252 million in the extension project which
includes the creation of a new port basin and a new wharf for offshore wind
power.

Construction work should be completed by 2023. In total, no less than 3,000
jobs (either direct, indirect or induced) will be created thanks to the
activities that will be established in this port in the Aude départment. The
first stage of the expansion of the port, launched last September, already
represents 200 full-time equivalent jobs. Ten local companies were selected
to carry out this project, and five other local companies are taking part as
subcontractors.

In order for the port expansion to be exemplary from an environmental
standpoint, the regional authorities have set up several bodies, in particular
a scientific committee composed of experts as well as an environmental
monitoring committee that brings together local authorities, associations
and the fishing industry. It has also mobilized more than €12 million for
environmental compensation purposes.
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Offshore wind

RTE is positioning itself to adapt its network to the challenges of 

offshore wind power
▪ RTE is working towards the ambitious development of

renewable marine energies via:

• Long-term planning shared with the public authorities

and local territories in order to anticipate and optimize

the dimensioning of the network, which is making the

following possible:

– The pooling of the public offshore grid (“connection

hub”) in order to lower costs and impacts

– The standardization of certain infrastructures to

achieve economies of scale

• The innovative development of multi-purpose platforms

at the service of French host regions and localities as well

as stakeholders

• The mitigation of social, economic and environmental

impacts of power generation facilities

In France, since 2017, a new legal and regulatory framework

has been defined to speed up the development of offshore

wind projects and reduce associated costs. It is modelled

after the approach taken in the North Sea.

The legal corpus is adapting to incorporate new

anticipatory, simplification and project de-risking

measures in the interest of the community, including:

▪ Connections to the grid will be financed by RTE and

rebilled to

consumers as a whole

▪ Financial compensation for connection delays and

operational damage

▪ Envelope permit to gain flexibility

▪ Maritime spatial planning taking into account the

accomodation capacity of the power grid
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Offshore wind

The first floating offshore wind projects are being launched

In France, the Mediterranean Sea and the Brittany seaboard

have substantial wind power potential for the installation of

floating wind farms due to their highly favourable and

regular wind regimes as well as its bathymetry (the ocean

floors drop very steeply to a depth exceeding 60 m).

The main challenge for floating wind power is to make its

cost converge towards that of offshore wind power, hence

the need to develop several projects to industrialize the

sector and become more competitive.

Similar projects are underway throughout Europe, which
testifies to the importance of the floating offshore wind
industry.

FLOATGEN, 1st floating wind demonstrator in France, installed in 2018
Objective: to validate the performance of the combination of a wind turbine and a 
floating foundation
Capacity: 2 MW (Vestas V-80)
Installation location: Le Croisic
Water depth: 33 m
Power generation: 6 GWh in 2019
Consortium: 

Project Characteristics Industrial partners 

Provence Grand 
Large

3 turbines – 24 MW 

Groix-Belle Île 3 turbines – 28.5 MW

Eolmed 3 turbines – 30 MW 

EFGL (Floating 
Offshore of 
Golfe du Lion)

3 turbines – 30 MW 

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Groix-Belle Île

Provence Grand LargeEolmed

EFGL

Floatgen

“80% of the European wind resource is found in areas

with depths exceeding 60 m” (Wind Europe)

Source: FEE study
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Wind power jobs
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These jobs are created by approximately 900

companies that are active in all activities of

the wind energy sector and that therefore

form a diversified industrial fabric. The drop

in the number of companies can be

explained by the consolidation of the

sector via the concentration of these

companies ranging from very small

businesses to large industrial groups.

Growth in wind jobs

The industry continued to expand in 2020, with a 11% increase in wind

power jobs, i.e. 20,200 additional jobs as at 31 Dec. 2019

This new Observatory confirms that the

industrial wind power sector has

maintained its growth momentum. In

2020, a total of 20,200 direct and indirect

jobs were identified throughout the

value chain, representing a 11% increase

compared with 2018 and growth of over

25% since 2016.

The boom in the offshore industry and the

start of several construction projects are

boosting employment growth this year,

particularly in the component

manufacturing sector.

With their strong local ties, these

companies are helping shape regional

wind power employment by positioning

themselves within this promising market,

which has demonstrated its exemplary

resilience during the COVID-19 crisis.
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Key employment figures as at 31 Dec. 2019

20,200 wind power jobs located in France,

including...

2,000 extra wind power jobs in 2019 in

over 900 companies involved in wind power

This amounts to a 11% increase over the

course of the year 2019
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Wind power jobs

A. Growth in employment –

details by link in the value chain
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Growth in wind jobs 

The number of wind jobs continues growing despite the slowdown in 

the growth of installed capacity
Employment trends in wind power from 2016 to 2019

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

2016

15,870 

2017

17,100 

2018

18,200 

MW connected to the grid over the course of the year

+1,692 MW 1,551 MW
2019

20,200 

1,336 MW

Source: FEE study, data processing by Capgemini Invent
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Details by link in the value chain

The French wind power industry has businesses operating along the entire value chain, providing wind power jobs within the

following key activities:

An activity that is organized along 4 segments 

Operations & 
Maintenance

Engineering & 
Construction 

Component 
manufacturing 

Planning & Design 

E.g. engineering consultancies, wind measurement,

geotechnical measurement, technical expertise,

performance monitoring companies, developers,

financial institutions

E.g. casting parts, mechanical parts, rotor blades,

nacelles, masts, yaw drives and bearings, brakes,

electrical equipment for wind turbines and the electrical

grid

E.g. assembly, logistics, civil engineering, power grid and

wind farm electrical engineering, erection, grid

connection

E.g. assembly, logistics, civil engineering, power grid and

wind farm electrical engineering, erection, grid

connection

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

% of total jobs

31%

23%

27%

19%
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Thanks to the 
development of offshore 
projects, the “Planning & 

Design” and 
“Component 

manufacturing” 
segments experienced a 

boost.  Component 
manufacturing 

experienced only a slight 
increase in 2018 (only 

+7%), before recording a 

growth of 19% or 

even 35% for 

companies dedicated to 
offshore wind This 

rebound will be 
reflected in the number 
of MW installed in a few 

years

Details by link in the value chain

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:  employment trends in wind power from 2017 to 

2019 (rounded off)

Strong momentum on "upstream" links 1 and 2 generates job growth 

in spite of the drop in installed MW
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Source: FEE study, data processing by Capgemini Invent

5,399

5 240

3 930
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+ 20%
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+ 15%
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Details by link in the value chain

Wind power jobs are spread over a complex and diversified value chain, ranging from specialized structures that are 
positioned on one of the links in the value chain to integrated players that operate across several fields.

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing
Engineering & 
Construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

Engineering consultancy & 
Expertise

Turbine manufacturer

Developer

Developer and/or Operator

Operator

Component manufacturer

Civil and electric engineering

Logistics

Maintenance

Other service provider

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Many services have developed with the new possibilities offered by technology and regulations. From divers to shared 
platform managers and IT developers, they are spread over the entire value chain.     

The wind power value chain is multi-business and integrated
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chain

Number of jobs by activity and by link

In 2019, wind jobs are spread across the entire value chain

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Planning & Design Component manufacturing Engineering & Construction Operations & Maintenance

Source: FEE study, data processing by Capgemini Invent

2 131 2 099 2 309

62 70
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220 243 240 489 611 624
1 208
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537 570
450

1 247 1 318

2 350

318
348 407

755

896 775153

170 198

3 710 3 881
4 355 3 250

3 322
3 690

645
645

701

1 055

1 057 1 340

1 263 1 341

1 099

2017 2018 2019 2017 2018 2019 2017 2018 2019 2017 2018 2019

Other service
providers

Maintenance

Logistics

Civil and electric
engineering

Component
manufacturer

Operator

Developer and/or
Operator

Developer

5 240
5 398

6 290

3 930 4 124

4 595
4 702

4 927

5 422

3 171

3 701
3 886
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Wind power jobs

B. Breakdown of wind jobs by 

region
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Breakdown of wind jobs by region

As was the case in 2018, the jobs created in 2019 are spread over 

almost the entire French territory, with a large number in Île-de-France

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Source: FEE study, data processing by Capgemini Invent
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Breakdown of wind jobs by region

The wind power sector creates pools of employment throughout

France and close to local operations

More than 250 wind 
power jobs

150 to 250 wind power jobs

50 to 150 wind power jobs

20 to 50 wind power jobs

10 to 20 wind power jobs

Under 10 wind power jobs

Spatial distribution of wind power labour pools in France ▪ The Grand Est and Hauts-de-France regions, where

wind power is currently progressing rapidly,

contributing to local economic vitality.

▪ The Paris Basin (Île-de-France and part of the

Centre-Val de Loire region), where many head

offices of companies involved in the industry are

traditionally based.

▪ The Greater West (Brittany, Pays de la Loire,

Normandy, and part of the Nouvelle-Aquitaine

region), which has many wind power installations

and the seaboard of which will benefit greatly from

the growth of offshore wind.

▪ The Auvergne–Rhône-Alpes and Bourgogne–

Franche-Comté regions, traditionally industrial

regions that are diversifying their economic

activities and are specialized in component

manufacturing for the wind industry.

▪ The Mediterranean (Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur

and Occitanie regions), which is the cradle of the

wind power industry and where several historical

players are established.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S
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Breakdown of wind jobs by region

The more dynamic the region is in terms of market-service jobs, the

more the wind sector benefits

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Wage employment in the market sector by region (INSEE) – in 
millions of jobs
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Number of wind power 
jobs (from under 1.5 to 
more than 250)

Contribution of the wind sector to regional employment

Companies active in the wind power 
sector that are operating in the region
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scale
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Breakdown of wind jobs by region

Jobs in Planning & Design are mostly located in the vicinity of France’s

major urban centres

2.0 3.0 4.0 5,0 7,0

Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies

Wage employment in the market 
service sector by region (INSEE) –
in millions of jobs

Wind jobs in Planning & Design compared to jobs in the market 
services sector

Companies active in the wind power 
sector that are operating in the region

NB: Île-de-France and Corsica are not to 
scale

More than 80 
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Less than 40 
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Breakdown of wind jobs by region

Component manufacturing generates 4,500 jobs across the country

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S
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Breakdown of wind jobs by region

In construction, at least one job out of a thousand is generated by

wind power in the vast majority of regions
Wind power jobs related to engineering and construction 

compared to jobs in the construction sector

Companies active in the wind power 
sector that are operating in the region

NB: Île-de-France and Corsica are not to 
scale

More than 
190 
companies

150-190
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150-100 
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Less than 100 
companies
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Breakdown of wind jobs by region

Jobs in maintenance and operations are mostly located in regions with

the highest installed capacities
Wind power jobs in Operations & Maintenance relative to 

installed capacity

Companies active in the wind power 
sector that are operating in the region

NB: Île-de-France and Corsica are not to 
scale
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Wind power jobs

C. Driving the industry forward
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Driving the industry forward

The industry is driven by a variety of stakeholders that can be grouped

in three main types:

Professional unions and federations
that, in the likes of France Énergie
Éolienne, bring together wind
industry professionals: FNTP, FNTR,
UFL, Cluster Maritime Français,

Gimélec, EVOLEN, SER, etc.

Other relevant actors

Grouping of public and private
stakeholders enabling knowledge
transfers between those involved.
Eight clusters involved in wind
power were identified in France.

• Cluster Maritime Français (the
French Maritime Cluster)

• MEDEE

• Ouest Normandie Énergies
Marines

• France Énergies Marines

• Neopolia

• Technocampus Ocean, West

Atlantic Marine Energy Center

• Cluster Eolien Aquitain

• CEMATER

Clusters

There are seven active
competitiveness clusters in wind
power in France. They are all
located near areas where offshore
wind is being developed: Brittany-

Atlantic and the Mediterranean.

• PÔLE MER Bretagne Atlantique

• Technopole Brest-Iroise

• EMC2

• DERBI

• PÔLE MER Méditerranée

• Capenergies

• Tenerrdis

Competitiveness clusters
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Driving the industry forward

Mapping the actors involved in the industry

Competitiveness cluster

Key:

Cluster

France Énergie Éolienne

Other relevant actor

FEE facilitates the wind industry in 

the various regions thanks to its 

regional representatives (regional 

groups). 
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Driving the industry forward

Focus on Tenerrdis 
Tenerrdis acts on the themes of new energies between actors of the

cluster and their partners:

▪ Its work in supporting innovative projects, primarily collaborative (at a

regional, national or European scale), and in terms of access to public

and private financing.

▪ Its work to enhance and promote the industrial sectors of these new

forms of energies, including internationally.

▪ The coordination of stakeholders opening up the full range of required

technical skills (materials, weather forecasting, aging of facilities,

storage, hybridization)

Tenerrdis is the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes competitiveness

cluster that is focused on the energy transition; it aims,

through effective innovation, to expand sectors of excellence

creating lasting employment opportunities.

Tenerrdis oversees a dynamic network of 300 members

(including 230 associate members) and partners

▪ Industry: Industrial groups (energy companies and end

users), SMEs, start-ups

▪ Research laboratories and technical centres

▪ Local authorities

Six strategic areas:

▪ Renewable power generation and insertion in the low-

carbon mix

▪ Intelligence and cybersecurity of energy systems

▪ Energy storage and conversion

▪ Multi-vector micro-networks

▪ Carbon-free mobility

▪ Energy efficiency in construction and manufacturing

Key data for 2019:

▪ 229 members, 41 new members, 58% of SMEs, start-ups, VSEs
▪ 132 members involved in the wind power sector, including 72 in

production
▪ 52 events organized or co-organized for more than 1,200 participants
▪ 16 international actions, with 90 companies
▪ 25 new national accredited projects, 8 projects funded for €24m
▪ 39 emerging European projects, including 15 submitted
▪ 20,685 sessions on the website, 3,000 followers on Twitter, 1,800

followers on LinkedIn

Sources: Tenerrdis

Designers (BE, influencers) Technologies Products
System

integration
End customer Operation
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Driving the industry forward

To support companies in their development and in achieving sustainability, the

Cemater group offers them support on various topics: skills and know-how

upgrading, commercial development, recruitment, innovation, pooling within

companies and so on.

Cemater’s member companies have made a commitment to comply with a code of

ethics that guarantees an optimum level of quality to their clients. The components

of Cemater’s code of ethics are based on the following elements:

Focus on Cemater 

Sources: Cemater

Consulting/advice
Education

Mutualisation
Adaptation

Transparence
Engagement

Respect
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Driving the industry forward

The French Maritime Cluster (CMF) brings together all the protagonists in the maritime ecosystem, from industrial companies

to services and maritime activities of all kinds with the objective of ensuring the sustainable development of maritime

activities. Today, it is made up of more than 430 entities: companies of all sizes, competitiveness clusters, federations and

associations, laboratories and research centres, schools and training organizations, communities and local economic players,

as well as the French Navy. FEE is a member of CMF.

CMF is at the service of its members, acting as a facilitator for the development of their businesses and the emergence of new

innovative projects. It supports its members in the sustainable and responsible development of their activities and projects, in

France and internationally.

Focus on the French Maritime Cluster 

France has the world’s second largest marine territory in the

world: French overseas territories give the country 97% of its 11-

million sq. km. EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone). Fully aware of the

opportunities offered by Overseas France (especially as regard

the development of MREs), CMF has developed clusters there:

Guadeloupe, Réunion, French Guyana, Martinique, French

Polynesia, New Caledonia and Saint-Pierre et Miquelon.

Since 2007, CMF has been instrumental in promoting and

defending the MRE sector among decision-makers, as well as in

creating synergies between operators in the maritime and energy

industries.

Since 2017, CMF has created the Observatory of the energies of

the sea (Observatoire des énergies de la mer), to which FEE

contributes. See the results of the 4th edition on

www.merenergies.fr
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Driving the industry forward

Since 2013, Pôle Mer Méditerranée and the Marseille-Provence Chamber of Commerce and Industry have co-hosted the

Scientific and Technical Seminars of Floating Offshore Wind every year, thus fostering the emergence of the sector. The

conference, renamed FOWT (Floating Offshore Wind Turbines) in 2016, is co-hosted by France Énergie Éolienne.

FOWT has three ambitions: to accelerate the increase in the share of floating wind power in the global energy mix; to support

the structuring of an ecosystem and to promote interactions between participants of the FOW value chain; and to turn FOWT

into a showcase for international expertise of the floating offshore wind industry. FOWT 2020 was held from 7 to 8

September 2020 in Marseille.

FOWT 2020 was held from 7 to 8 September 2020 in Marseille.

Focus on FOWT, the world’s largest event in floating offshore wind,

co-hosted by FEE

The best in science & the best in technology

In order to ensure than the programme is relevant and diverse during the

whole three days, the event committee launches a call for papers.

Among the keynote speakers of the 2019 edition: Giles Dickson

(WindEurope), Laurent Michel (French Ministry of Ecological Transition /

DGEC) and other major market players such as Ideol, PPI, SBM Offshore,

EDF EN, Equinor, Shizen Energy, Engie, Naval Energies, the Carbon Trust,

Siemens Games and more.

More information on www.fowt-conferences.com.

Topics covered

Funding, insurance, zoning, regulatory frameworks, environmental

impacts, technological innovation, etc.

All these topics are covered during the seminars in order to help reveal

the key issues related to the emergence and the industrialization of

floating offshore wind in France and in the rest of the world.

Key data on the event (2019 edition):

Four partner regions: The Occitanie region, the Sud-Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region, Brittany and the Pays de la Loire

region • More than 40 sponsors and industrial and institutional partners • 2 days of plenary conferences • 1 academic day • 810

participants • 28 nationalities represented • 500 B2B meetings / Meet the Buyers
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Driving the industry forward

The Neopolia Neopolia Éolien Offshore & EMR Cluster (Neopolia Offshore & MRE Cluster) brings together more than 100

industrial companies that combine their know-how in order to find innovative answers to the needs of the marine

renewable energies (MREs) market. The Cluster is part of the Neopolia network composed of 5 clusters that are present in

the Pays de la Loire region.

The role of this cluster is to strengthen partnerships with the major players in the renewable offshore wind market, to build a

network of skills, to act as a driver of the renewable offshore wind industry in the Pays de la Loire region by bringing

together the players of the industry, to manage R&D projects and to market comprehensive and collaborative industrial

offers.

Neopolia EMR offers several integrated solutions at the service of MRE projects including:

▪ Project development engineering

▪ Offshore installation support

▪ Operations & Maintenance

▪ System Health Monitoring

▪ Monitoring of concrete in marine conditions

Neopolia Éolien Offshore & EMR was a partner of the Éole Industrie 2018 workshop on the subject of “Onshore and offshore wind: perspectives

and technological innovations” that took place in the Pays de la Loire region on 25 and 26 June 2018. It will also be a partner of the 10th FEE

National Wind Symposium.

Focus on the Neopolia Offshore & MRE Cluster 
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Driving the industry forward

The Mediterranean area has significant potential for wind power and is yet to be exploited in France. However, bathymetric

conditions are suited only to floating offshore operations.

Focus on Pôle Mer Méditerrannée

Pôle Mer Méditerranée is active in the regions of Sud Provence-

Alpes-Côte d’Azur, Occitanie and Corsica and is involved in six

strategic action areas:

▪ Maritime defence, security and safety

▪ Naval industry and boating

▪ Marine biological resources

▪ Environment and coastal development

▪ Ports and maritime logistics and transport

▪ Marine energy and mineral resources (which includes the

issues related to offshore wind). Namely

• 41 accredited and funded projects in MRE

▪ With a total budget of:

• €167 million for floating wind power

And 3 cross-cutting themes:

▪ the ecological transition

▪ digital transformation

▪ robotics

Now boasting more than 422 members (laboratories, large

corporate groups, ETIs and SMEs), Pôle Mer Méditerranée has been

actively identifying all potential participants in the floating wind

sector since 2013. It has thus identified 582 potential participants

including 60 confirmed participants in the regions of Sud-Provence-

Alpes-Côte d’Azur, Corsica and Occitanie. 266 are already members

of the Pôle Mer Méditerranée.Pôle Mer Méditerranée also

co-hosts the international

Floating Offshore Wind

Turbines (FOWT) conference,

along with the Marseille-

Provence Chamber of

Commerce and Industry and

France Énergie Éolienne.

582
Participan

ts 
identified266

Members 
of the 
Pôle

Sources: Pôle Mer Méditerranée
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Driving the industry forward

The Pépinière d'Entreprises Energies Renouvelables is a business incubator that is geographically positioned in the Hauts-de-France and Normandy regions; it

contributes to the development of onshore and offshore wind farms and other renewable marine energies through its operational actions with SMEs as well as its

products and services.

Focus on: Pépinière Entreprises Énergies Renouvelables (80)

▪ 2060 members in fixed-bottom wind, floating wind, tidal barrage and tidal stream

▪ Active on all of continental France’s seaboard

▪ Joint organization of regional B2B events, joint development and publishing of tenders (CEI), mapping of local businesses grouped by technical field, etc.

Directing the CCI Business EnR brokerage platform between prospective buyers and suppliers in renewable energies

Personalized expert support for industrial SMEs from the Normandy and Hauts-de-France regions among potential contractors, including 25 local companies via

the Windustry facility, working from the Oust-Marest incubator (in the Somme and Seine-Maritime départements) or at international trade fairs such as

Windenergy Hamburg (28–29 September 2016) and Offshore Wind London (6–8 June 2017).

Accompanying the diversification in wind power and MREs

▪ Enercon Service France: Onshore service base

▪ Energie Team: Development and operation of onshore wind farms

▪ Jade Network: Training and advisory services in working at heights, fall protection, PPE

Wind companies in the renewable energy incubator Pépinière EnR

Cohosting and co-organizing events on wind power on a national or interregional scale

FEE/Éole Industrie event at the regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Lille (23 June 2015) and a technical one-day Operations & Maintenance event at

the renewables incubator, Pépinière EnR (03 November 2015)

• Windustry France business conventions in 2010 (Oust-Marest), 2011 (Amiens), 2013 (Le Havre), etc.

• International SEANERGY MRE conventions at Le Havre (21–24 March 2017), Cherbourg (12–14 June 2018) and Dunkirk (5-7 June 2019)

• Business event on offshore wind with 15 international contracting authorities and 50 regional companies at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry in

Dunkirk (8 November 2017)

• Corporate day in Dunkirk/CUD Promotion of awareness of MREs at the Pavilon des Maquettes in Dunkirk (April 4, 2019)
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Driving the industry forward

Focus on: École Centrale de Nantes and the SEM-REV platform
École Centrale de Nantes is one of the main French academic institutions

specializing in Marine Renewable Energies (MREs) and it provides a full range of
training programmes in MREs for all levels, particularly in engineering.

SEM-REV is an ocean platform managed by the LHEEA laboratory and intended for R&D

projects. It is the first European sea trials base combining several technologies related
to offshore wind and wave power; furthermore, it is connected to the national grid.

The SEM-REV sea test site and the laboratory's test basins are one of the components of
the THOEREM research infrastructure, which brings together the testing resources of
Ifremer, Centrale Nantes and Gustave Eiffel University on the EMR theme.

The site hosting FLOATGEN, France’s first offshore wind turbine (that was been
generating power since September 2018) is located in a reserved 1 km² area off the
Croisic in the Pays de la Loire region. FLOATGEN is connected to the medium-voltage
grid operated by Enedis. An onshore research base also hosts researchers and
engineers.

The activities carried out on the site around technology testing include:
▪ hosting and conducting national and European research projects, in particular

aiming to improve performance and reliability
▪ collecting environmental data (marine weather, physical and biological, and so on)
▪ Operation and maintenance of the infrastructure

▪ the study of the environmental impact of the MREs employed (on fauna, sediment

transport and so on)
▪ the security and surveillance of maritime space.
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Wind power jobs

D. Prospective vision of the 

wind power job market
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Prospective vision

Concurrently to the census, a survey was carried out by France Énergie Éolienne to find out more about hiring prospects for

2020. Based on these answers, an estimate of the 2020 employment prospects was calculated.

More than 50% of industry players plan to recruit in 2020 in spite of 

the COVID-19 crisis, a sign of the sector's vitality

Recruitment outlook in our sample for 2020

Representative sample of 108 companies from the wind sector contacted over April to 
June 2020
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24%

24%

Hiring
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No comment
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Prospective vision

▪ Operations & Maintenance represent a large pool of jobs

that are well distributed throughout the country, not

relocatable and will last over the service life of the facilities

▪ Given how dynamic the industry is, many projects are to be

anticipated, particularly in offshore wind. As a result, many

employment opportunities are to be expected, especially in

project development as well in the numerous expert

consulting and research firms, both technical and legal.

▪ The engineering and construction sector is benefiting

from the numerous approved projects that are currently

being launched and built across the various regions of

France and on the coast.

▪ The component manufacturing sector should benefit from

the boom in offshore wind power but has suffered from the

sectoral crisis because it is made up of many SMEs and VSEs,

which are less resilient than large companies.

... mainly for maintenance and development jobs but also new types of

jobs
Projected job distribution in 2020
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23%

1 2 3 4
Nevertheless, in spite of their many 

advantages, wind industry professions and its 

growing potential remain poorly known 
among young people.
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Wind power jobs

E. Focus on the Observatory for 

marine energies (Observatoire 

des énergies de la mer)
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Jobs in offshore wind and their place in MREs*

At the end of 2019, 89% of all FTEs in MREs were in
offshore wind, i.e. a total of 2,690* FTEs out of 3,014 (68% in
fixed-bottom offshore wind and 21% in floating offshore
wind, or in other terms 2054 FTEs and 636 FTEs respectively).

The number of FTEs is lower than at the end of 2019, with a
loss of 731 FTEs for bottom-fixed offshore wind and a loss
of 105 FTEs for floating offshore wind.

Fixed-bottom and floating offshore wind being the most
mature and competitive technologies in the industry with
projects at advanced stages, these logically account for
almost the entirety of FTEs and turnover. The turnover
relating to floating wind power has increased by 50% over
the past year thanks to France’s pilot projects.

* MREs: Marine renewable energies
Source: Observatory of marine energies 2020, C2 strategies for the French maritime cluster
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The offshore wind sector concerns all French companies, from very 

large companies to start-ups 

Source: Observatory of marine energies 2020, C2 strategies for the French maritime cluster
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Jobs are consolidating 
around SMEs and large 

companies

Employment trends by firm size class
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Breakdown of FTEs in offshore wind by company size

More than 90% of hires made in 2019 by large companies

(VLEs) and mid-sized companies (MSCs) concern offshore

wind, three-quarters of which are for bottom-fixed wind. This

enthusiasm of large companies demonstrates the maturity of

the offshore wind industry and the confidence of businesses

in the growth of the market.

Conversely, very small enterprises (VSEs) are not very present

in bottom-fixed wind, in particular because of the high capital

requirements to enter the industry. VSEs are more geared

towards emerging sectors such as tidal power and wave

energy, in which many innovations are brought about by start-

ups.

Finally, SMEs have a strong presence in floating wind, which is

a sign of the advances concerning that technology.

Breakdown of FTEs by technology and company size
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Breakdown of FTEs in marine energy in France

2018 proved a poor year, with more than 700 jobs lost in

marine renewables, followed by a sharp increase in 2019

Generally speaking, FTEs are up in all regions, particularly in

Pays de la Loire. The region recorded the largest increase with

an additional 330 FTEs (40%). Normandy has recorded a

similar increase and therefore becomes the second French

region for employment in MREs

Brittany, Île-de-France and Hauts-de-France are also

experiencing significant increases.

These increases are mainly due to the boom in bottom-

installed offshore wind power: with the onset of

construction at the Saint-Nazaire and Saint-Brieuc offshore

wind farms, but also for instance at the Cherbourg blade

factory and the nacelle factory in Montoir-de-Bretagne.
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The full report of the Observatory of Marine Energies is available online at www.merenergies.fr

Source: Observatory of marine energies 2020, C2 strategies for the French maritime cluster

http://www.merenergies.fr/
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The challenges of the 

wind industry
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Overview of the key challenges

Wind power lies at the heart of many issues
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The challenges of the 

wind industry

A. Public buy-in on wind power 

in France
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Public buy-in on wind power in France

Wind power is above all a regional project

“The tax benefits of the wind farm have enabled us to launch projects without touching taxes

and to do things well.”, François Sanson, Mayor of Ardouval (in Normandy)

“The increase in the share of marine renewable energies in the government objectives is very
good news and confirms our ambition. ... Employment and the ecological transition are my
key priorities and I am doing my utmost to address them. ”

Carole Delga, President of the Occitanie Region

Taking into account the 

built heritage and 

landscapes 

Sufficient distance to 

homes 

Compliance with the French 

and European regulations on 

biodiversity conservation 

Environmental studies and expert appraisals 

conducted by ecologists ensure that the various 

species (birds, bats, etc.) concerned by the 

establishment of the wind farm are not 

threatened.

A wind farm provides economic and fiscal 

benefits to the locality where it is located as 

well as to the surrounding localities.

Any wind power project generates skilled and 

local jobs that will last over the life of the park, 

i.e. 20 to 25 years.

Disassembly of the wind farm in 

accordance with the law ensures 

that the land is restored to its 

original condition, at the expense 

of the wind operator.

Wind turbine warning lighting 

technology continues to progress 

and ultimately aims to ensure the 

safety of aircraft all the while 

reducing inconveniences to 

neighbouring residents.

Crowdfunding allows citizens to 

benefit from their investment in a 

renewable energy project on a 

yearly basis.

“It is very important to inform as much as possible. The only rare opponents we had were not

from the local community. And some farmers who were initially opposed to the project tell me

today that they have changed their minds!”, Éric Cornuaud, Mayor of La Faye (in Nouvelle-

Aquitaine)
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Sources: Quotes from elected officials, FEE and Capgemini Invent study
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Public buy-in on wind power in France

An increasing number of citizens are drawn to crowdfunding platforms

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

80% of French people
have a good image of
renewable energies, 40%
would be interested in the
idea of investing or
continuing to invest in RE
projects.

€67.17 million collected in
2019, which is 74% more
than in 2018. 476 winning
projects

55% of the French desire to
finance renewable energy
projects to set an example of
the desired change for the
planet.

Of the total amount of funding,
€8 million were collected for
onshore wind projects and €2
million for offshore wind.

Sources: Study conducted by YouGov in February 2019 among 1,038 individuals and 2,367 investors in renewable energy projects
2019 barometer of the participatory financing of renewable energies in France conducted by GreenUnivers with Participatory Financing France (FPF) in April 2020
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The challenges of the 

wind industry

B. Innovation and progress
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Continuous improvements that address key sectoral challenges

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

The wind industry is constantly innovating and reinventing
itself. Continuous improvements are being made both to wind
turbine design and to the infrastructure that makes up the
wind farms, thus making them more competitive and to
strengthen their territorial integration .

Technological innovations are based on digitization:

• Internet of Things (IoT): the connection of objects to the
Internet allowing for communication to occur between
physical goods and their digital existence

• Machine Learning: an artificial intelligence (AI) technology
allowing computers to learn and to anticipate without having
been explicitly programmed to do so

• Robotics: the robotization and automation of tools used as
components or sensors by wind turbines, improving their
production

• Digital Manufacturing: the digitization of the entire
production and operation process of the wind energy sector

• Digital Plant: the digitization of an entire wind farm in order
to control them remotely and predict how much power they
generate or when they will be interrupted

Ensure better integration of 
wind power into the 

environment

Optimize performance

Optimize production

The wind energy sector continues to develop along three
key areas:
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On-demand warning lights: a solution to mitigate the visual impact of 

onshore wind turbines
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Warning beacons, the blinking red lights that ensure the
safety of aircraft flying over wind farms and avoid any
collision risk, can sometimes disturb local residents. In order
to mitigate this impact, manufacturers, including Vestas,
are developing new technologies.

On-demand warning lights only light up when the
presence of an aircraft is detected. This causes the beacons
to remain inactive 98% of the time.

This system, which is called Vestas Intelilight, began to be
implemented as early as 2007 and has since been
continuously optimized. Operation is performed
automatically and is continuously checked remotely. All this
is based on the use of a radar installed near the wind farms,
covering a 36 km radius.

When an aircraft is detected, the radar activates the
warning beacons of the wind farms located close to its
trajectory. In the above case, only the warning lights of the
blue and purple wind farms are activated, while those of
the orange wind farm remain turned off.

Ensure better integration 
of wind power into the 

environment

Source: Vestas, Capgemini Invent study
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Siemens Gamesa is building the world's most powerful offshore wind 

turbine at 14 MW

Last May, Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy (SGRE)

announced the release of a 14 MW offshore wind turbine

prototype called SG-14 222 DD.

Compared to the turbines planned for the Saint-Nazaire,

Saint Brieuc and Fécamp wind farms, the theoretical

production capacity is increased by 75%. Over the course

of ten years, the nominal capacity of offshore

generators has tripled from 5 MW to 15 MW. SGRE

specifies that this new wind turbine will be able to reach

15 MW at rated speed thanks to a power boost.

The first installations are planned for 2024.

222 m

Rotor diameter: Blade length:

108 m

Capacity:

14–15 MW

2020

2017

8 MW 11 MW 14–15 MW

167m

200 

m

2019

222m

Offshore wind turbine models designed by SGRE

SG11.0-200 DDSG8.0-167 DD SG14-222 DD
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Optimize production

30 SG 14-222 DD offshore turbines could cover
the power needs of a city of 345,000 like Nice

Innovation and 
progress

2015*

7 MW

SWT-7.0-154

* Date of model announcement by the manufacturer
Source: FEE study, SGRE

154m

Source: Capgemini Invent study
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EOLINK is developing a new generation of floating wind turbines with 

a target capacity of 12 MW
Eolink is a French company that designs floating wind turbines featuring large

turbines based on small floats in order to maximize wind turbine capacity and

achieve a competitive cost of electricity. This is France’s 2nd floating wind

turbine demonstrator project, after Floatgen.

The prototype should be put to test starting in 2021 on an offshore site that is

already grid-connected and could be mass-produced by 2025 should the tests be

conclusive. The company is already preparing a full-scale prototype, which

corresponds to a 12 MW wind turbine . This is twice as much as the wind turbines

that will be installed off Saint-Nazaire in 2022 for the first marine wind farm.

The Eolink wind turbine stands on four legs and is attached to a relatively low-

mass square float. This pyramidal structure allows for better stability and lighter

floating foundations. Finally, the wind turbine is anchored to a cable, allowing it to

align with the wind. The Brittany-based company hopes to obtain an electricity

price of €35 per MWh in ten years time for floating offshore wind power.

200 m

Rotor diameter: Platform height

120 m

Capacity:

12 MW
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Optimize production

A 12 MW floating offshore turbine would
be twice as powerful as the offshore
turbines installed in Saint-Nazaire in 2022

Innovation and 
progress

Source: Capgemini Invent study
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Floating multiturbine platforms are key to Capgemini’s R&D projects 

for their future customers 

Capgemini, through its Digital Engineering & Manufacturing Services entity,

is conducting a research project to develop new technological solutions to

optimise energy production.

offshore wind turbine. This work is based on the case study of the design of

a floating park made up of platforms hosting vertical axis wind turbines.

Different concepts of vertical axis wind turbines are investigated in a

multi-criteria and multi-objective optimisation approach to:

• Densify the parc;

• Capture winds in various conditions, with different speeds and thus

wide geographical coverage ;

• Increase the production of the park;

• Take into account environmental criteria.

Research includes mechanical, electrical, layout, economic and life cycle

analysis studies.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Optimize production

Innovation and 
progress

Source: Capgemini DEMS

H-design II-design

V-design

workpackage
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EFGL, the Golfe du Lion floating offshore wind project, represents 

€215 million investment

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Optimize production

Innovation and 
progress

The project selected by the French government in 2016

provides for the installation of a floating farm off Leucate-

Le Barcarès by 2022. It is championed by Ocean Winds

(Engie, EDP Renewables), Caisse des Dépôts and their

partners Eiffage, Principle Power and General Electric.

It provides for the installation of a pilot farm of 3 floating

wind turbines. Wind turbines with a unit capacity of 10 MW

will be assembled on floating steel structures and installed

approximately 16 km from the coast. The innovative aspect

of this project lies in the structure of the floats that were

developed by Principle Power in Aix-en-Provence and that

will be built by Eiffage in its Fos-sur-Mer site before being

assembled in Port-La Nouvelle.

The float is made up of 3 cylindrical columns connected by

tubes . The wider column accommodates the wind turbine

and the other two columns provide stability through

ballasting. This structure makes it possible to support wind

turbines with a capacity of 10 MW. These will be the most

powerful wind turbines to be installed on a float at a pre-

commercial phase.

The 3 wind turbines alone will cover the electricity needs of
more than 50,000 coastal inhabitants (the equivalent of a
city like Narbonne).
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Electrical substations, a major innovation for optimally transporting 

energy to land 

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Electrical substations transform the electricity produced by
machines and transfer to the mainland. They perform the same
function as a transformer station located on land, by raising
the voltage of the electricity generated by marine wind
turbines to limit losses in the cables supplying the onshore grid.

Les Chantiers de l’Atlantique–more precisely, the Atlantique
Offshore Energy entity, which is dedicated to offshore–
manufactures these electrical substations. The company won
the contract for the substation that will be installed in the
centre of France’s 1st offshore wind farm in Saint-Nazaire.
Delivery is scheduled for 2021. It was also chosen for the
design, manufacture and installation of the Fécamp and
Courseulles-sur-Mer wind farms scheduled for 2023. 400
direct jobs are generated thanks to the production of these
substations over a period of 6 to 9 months and €8 million will
go to service providers in all trades, including mechanical
construction, locksmithing, electricity and piping.

The company has already sold 3 substations for export, in
the German Baltic Sea, in the United Kingdom and off the
Belgian coast.

“While 80% of substation orders are currently export-
oriented, we hope to shift to 50% for the French market
and 50% for export in a few years”, Frédéric Grizaud,
Director of Atlantique Offshore Energy

Optimize performance

Source: Capgemini Invent study
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Innovation and progress

Machine learning put to work to improve operational performance

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Machine learning is an artificial intelligence technology
that allows computers to learn without having been
explicitly programmed to do so. Diverse datasets can be put
to use by the computer, which is able to learn and adopt the
behaviour for which it will be used.

Applied to the case of wind power, Nordex uses machine
learning to audit the state of the components of
operating wind turbines, thanks to the emission of
signals.

The signals are sent on a controlled basis by engineers,
technicians and data scientists in order to raise the alarm in
the event of a defective part. This makes it possible to
avoid conducting maintenance operations that would be
too heavy and lead to a shut-down of power generation at
the wind farm.

This IA-based method thus makes it possible to benefit
from a lower energy cost and therefore to make the
electricity produced more competitive.

The data sent by the sensors of the wind turbines are so
numerous and diversified that we speak of “big data”. The
main advantage of big data is that wind turbines can reach
maximum deliverability 100% of the time thanks to
optimal conditions and bespoke servicing.

Optimize performance

Sending signals

Data analysisData scientist

Engineers

Technicians

Alert sentAlert sent

Light 
maintenance

Improved predictive maintenance 

through machine learning

Source: Nordex, Capgemini Invent study
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Innovation and progress

SubSEE4D, the digital twin of floating offshore wind farms
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The SubSEE4D project involves putting to use a digital twin
solution to assist in operating floating wind farms. The
solution is therefore based on the 3D modelling of wind
farms, updated through the submission of underwater
images and changes in the marine environment (ocean
weather conditions).

Thanks to this technology, the wind farm operator can
have an exhaustive and dynamic view of the state of the
structures and will be able to supervise, optimize and plan
maintenance operations based on the actual situation and
simulation predictions.

Finally, data-based learning methodologies, the so-called
“deep learning”*, will be used to provide complex
modelling functionalities in real time.

The expected benefits include lower maintenance costs
and greater appeal from investors wishing to partner in
floating wind turbine projects.

The project is accredited by Pôle Mer Méditerranée et Pôle
Images & Réseaux. Its partners are CERVVAL, France
Énergies Marines et le Lab-STICC.

Digital twin

Operational monitoring

Data collection

Predictive maintenance

Offshore wind

Optimize performance

* Deep learning:the automatic learning of data that permits linkages to be 
drawn in order to establish a predictive model.

Source: Capgemini Invent study
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The challenges of the 

wind industry

C. Research and development 

(R&D)
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Research and development (R&D)

The offshore wind sector is ramping up its R&D efforts, allowing the 

French wind power sector to position itself as a key international 

playerThe development of offshore wind bolsters the R&D efforts of French companies in system design issues, allowing them to

aim for leadership positions on an international scale. On the other hand, onshore R&D focuses mostly on the performance of

turbines and wind farms.

R&D activities bring together both public and private operators for collaboration on research projects. In particular,

thanks to the €67bn budget from the Future Investment Programs (PIA) (of which €57bn over the period 2010-2017 and

€10bn for PIA 3, which was launched in February 2017), part of which is earmarked for the energy transition, ADEME acts as a

significant catalyst by reducing the risk of projects at the demonstrator stage through funding.

Onshore Offshore

Growth strategy aimed at gaining market share by 
designing the wind power systems of the future (including 
floating offshore turbines)
▪ Combination of Naval / Oil & Gas expertise

▪ Marine structures and conditions
Impact of foundations (Universities of Le Havre and 
Caen)

▪ Ageing of materials (IRT, Jules Verne, etc.)

▪ Simulation tools (IFPEN, CORIA, etc.)

▪ Analysis of coupled phenomena, requiring testing 
resources (pools and wind tunnels with FEM’s VALEF 
project, etc.)

Performance issues in the operation and maintenance of 
wind farms
▪ Forecasting of generation potential: Lidars

(Léosphère), short and mid-term simulation tools 
(Météodyn, Mines ParisTech)

▪ Managing variable and predictable energies 

▪ Aerodynamic losses (Polytech Orléans)

▪ Interaction with radars (ONERA)

▪ Increase in rotor and mast size (EOLIFT / INSA Rouen)

▪ R&D work to reduce raw material costs
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Research and development (R&D)

Mapping of R&D players

Key:

University or Grande École Private R&D operator
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The challenges of the 

wind industry

D. The tender process
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The tender process

Average prices for the tender bids for installations of more than 6 

onshore wind turbines (source: CRE)

€
/M

W
h

The average price of the projects selected for 
onshore wind power in the last call for tenders (in 
April 2020) is €62.2 per MWh . A downward 
trend has emerged since the first period. 
Onshore wind is competitive with other energy 
production technologies. 

Wind power proves its growing competitiveness and maturity at each 

new call for tenders

The average price of the projects selected for offshore 
wind power continues to drop. It was €44 per MWh over 
twenty years for the last call for tenders awarded in 
Dunkerque/Dunkirk (in June 2019). The offshore wind 
sector, just as onshore wind, has also quickly become 
competitive with other energy production technologies.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Source: Capgemini Invent study, Ifri

Dunkerque 
(Dunkirk)

Tender prices for offshore wind turbine installations in Europe 

according to the date of commissioning
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The tender process

The production aggregator when the additional remuneration appears

The end of the purchase tariffs and the advent of the feed-in premium system

Until 2015, operators benefited from purchase obligations from EDF OA and local distribution companies. These 15-year
contracts defined a fixed rate per MWh generated. The system ended in 2016, which was transition year given than on
January 1, the feed-in premium system was also introduced. Operators sell the electricity that is generated directly to the
wholesale market and at market price. EDF OA then pays for the difference between this market price and a reference value
that is defined either by tariff order or proceeds from a call for tenders to operators. Competitiveness is therefore a key
objective.

The rise of the aggregation model

The feed-in premium scheme has resulted in the
emergence of a new line of business in France: electricity
aggregation. Aggregators therefore act as
intermediaries between electricity producers (who feed
the generated power into the grid) and the electricity
market. Aggregators also act as drivers of flexibility
and are involved in fluctuations in both energy
consumption and generation. In order to act as true
coordinators, aggregators must be in a capacity to pool
the production of several power plants (leveraging the
production of a single generation asset is not enough).
Technologies are increasingly coupled together (wind,
solar, storage, etc.), which is reflected in the emergence
of hybrid parks. These power plants boast an optimized
and flexible production with limited energy losses.

Wind

Production of 
centralized 
energy

Production of variable and decentralized energy

Solar

Industry

Residential/comm
ercial

Transport

Power use (from grid 

to end user)

Generation

(from producer to grid)

Information flow between 

aggregator and producer 

or end user

Storage

AGGREGATOR
Real-time optimization

Forecasting and 
supply/demand management
Patterns of use are factored 
in
Climate data

Grid
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The challenges of the 

wind industry

E. Grid integration
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Integration into the network – at all levels 

Enedis and RTE are preparing the grids of the future, which will be able

to accommodate five times more renewable power than today by

2035
The following pages have been prepared in collaboration with
Enedis, which manages the public electricity distribution
network in France, and RTE, which is France’s public electricity
transmission system operator.

Enedis and RTE have been engaged in a process of major
adaptation of their networks for several years.

Their objective is to accommodate new electricity generating
facilities, including wind power, while ensuring the safety and
security of the electric power system. Network operators are
working to accommodate renewable energies in the current
network and making long-term investments to develop a network
that is capable of feeding in increasing levels of renewable

electricity. By 2035, power grids must be in capacity to
accommodate fives times more solar and wind power than
today. To rise to this challenge, Enedis and RTE are working along
three main lines:

▪ Field experiments that test innovative and flexible solutions
needed to accommodate renewable energies:

▪ Planning, to anticipate the accommodation of the influx of
renewable energies by power grids

▪ Developments in the regulatory framework
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Integration into the network – at all levels 

The integration of renewable energies is being prepared at all 

geographical levels

At local levels, carrying out grid connection work, fostering dialogue with local authorities
and contributing to the consultation phases of locally-based projects.

At regional levels, particularly in the development and implementation of the S3REnR
(Schémas Régionaux de Raccordement au Réseau des Énergies Renouvelables) regional grid
connection schemes.

At a national level, thanks to their presence during discussions regarding the accommodation
of renewable energies conducted by the French government and the Energy Regulation
Commission (CRE). These include consultations concerning the roll-out of European grid
codes in France and work groups on the energy transition.

At a European level (interconnections, grid codes, etc.) thanks to their contribution to the
preparation of EU directives to organize the influx of renewable power into the grid..

Local

Regional

National

European
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Integration into the network – at all levels 

... as well as for different time scales

Short-term monitoring

3 
year

s

Studies for investment 

decisions

Ten-year framework

10 
year

s

30 
year

s

Long-term vision

Prospective studies
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Prospective outlook and planning of the development of the 
grid

Source: RTE

The power distribution grid is developed based on technical and economic
studies over various time frames. To carry out these studies, it is necessary
to have a prospective outlook of the trends involved in the broad
determinants of the power grid: electricity use, the French energy mix–
notably the development of renewable energy production–and international
trade.

The initial prospective outlook is then gradually refined as further in-depth
studies are conducted on the projects and increasingly specific assumptions
regarding the key determinants are taken into account.

All these studies are based on the exercises of the
Multiannual Energy Programming (Programmation Pluriannuelle de l’Énergie –
PPE), RTE’s Bilan prévisionnel forecast, the S3REnR (Schémas Régionaux de
Raccordement au Réseau des Énergies Renouvelables) regional grid connection
schemes, the EU’s Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) and RTE’s
ten-year network development plan (Schéma décennal de développement du
réseau – SDDR).

RTE’s Bilan prévisionnel forecast is a comprehensive study of the changing
dynamics between power generation and use. Its next long-term edition will
run until 2050 and will study contrasting scenarios, in particular a scenario
with a 100% renewable energy mix. These scenarios are largely drafted in a
concerted manner.

RTE’s ten-year network development plan (Schéma décennal de
développement du réseau – SDDR) summarizes the short-term, medium-term
and long-term visions of the French transmission network (see following
pages).

And lastly, the S3REnR regional schemes are key to identifying and
anticipating needs on the grid and thus realizing the ambitions for renewable
energy development set out by the region prefects on a ten-year forecast
horizon (see following pages).
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Integration into the network – at all levels 

The ten-year network development plan (SDDR) anticipates the
requirements of the electricity system of the future

The SDDR (Schéma décennal de développement du réseau) is a mission entrusted to RTE by law since 2011. It informs
the various stakeholders about the technical, economic and environmental consequences of the developments of the
electricity grid, based on different energy policy scenarios on various time scales:

▪ in 3 years time: it lists investments that have already been decided upon as well as new investments that are set to be
carried out within the next three years.

▪ in 10 years time: it points out the main transport infrastructure that will have to be constructed or modified, and provides a
timeline for these investment projects.

▪ in the longer term : it provides a strategic and prospective vision of the overall evolution of the network up to 2035 by
assessing the economic and environmental impacts of the various scenarios of the Bilan prévisionnel forecast and the PPE.
This work highlights in particular the fact that the needs for adaptations of the transport network will be largely
determined by the actual rate of development of renewable energies, and remain second to the overall cost of the
energy transition. For the latest instalment, RTE broadly involved stakeholders in the drawing-up of the 2019 plan via a
formal consultation that was organized in May 2018.

The SDDR is subject to approval by CRE. CRE's public consultation on the SDDR ended on June 8, and it should deliberate in
summer 2020.

France Énergie Éolienne stresses that the SDDR must make it possible to support the actors in the energy transition by 

providing a clear roadmap for the restructuring of the electricity grid over the long term.
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Integration into the network – at all levels 

S3REnRs helps better connect renewable energies to the grid

RTE is already working with the regions to develop these

new plans. Revision work is now underway in many regions, in

particular in Nouvelle-Aquitaine (where the public

consultation phase ended at the end of 2019), in Hauts-de-

France (whose scheme entered into force in 2019), Grand-Est,

AURA, Centre-Val de Loire, Occitanie and Sud-Provence-Alpes-

Côte d'Azur. Only Nouvelle-Aquitaine, AURA, Sud and Grand-

Est currently have objectives set by the prefect.

Pending the approval of the revised schemes, grid operators

are implement the scheme adaptations that will reduce the

local overloads identified in the networks.

The S3REnRs are not sufficient to cover the full needs of the

grid in order to accommodate renewable energies as major

transmission and inter-regional structures are not included.

Hence the need to implement the SDDR, which covers all the

needs that would make it possible to achieve a grid designed

for a diversified mix by 2025.

The S3REnR schemes are network planning tools

established by the Grenelle II Act that were developed

by RTE with the support of distribution system

operators, including Enedis. They serve to anticipate the

need for capacity on the grid to accommodate the intake of

renewable energies and therefore optimize future

outcomes for the power grid. The S3REnR schemes have a

threefold purpose: to provide medium-term visibility on

the grid’s accommodation capacities (in principle by 2030

for the next schemes); to optimize and anticipate all

necessary developments over the next ten years; and to

pool costs across producers in order to ensure that the first

renewable energy projects do not bear all of the

infrastructure costs.

The S3REnR schemes have entered a new phase of

preparation. Indeed, in accordance with ordinance No.

2019-501, the prefects of each region will set the

accommodation capacities of the new schemes, taking into

account the national renewable energy development

objectives defined by the PPE, the regional ambitions

defined in the SRADDETs as well as the development

dynamic of renewable energies in the region, pursuant to

the conditions defined decree No. 2020-382 of March 31,

2020 and included in the French Energy Code.
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Integration into the network – at all levels 

To date, the 20 S3REnR schemes represent a grand total of 29 GW
accommodation capacity of renewable energy across the country...
Key data for 2019

▪ Total accommodation capability reserved for renewable
energies: 29 GW

▪ Total investment in the accommodation of renewable
energies in the regional S3R schemes amount to €1,041m
in infrastructure development and €272m in
infrastructure enhancement.

Total investment in the accommodation of renewable
energies in the regional S3REnR schemes as at the end of
2019

▪ Works on the Enedis network: €203 million spent on
infrastructure development and €38 million on
infrastructure enhancement

▪ Works on the RTE network: €177 million spent on
infrastructure development and €112 million on
infrastructure enhancement
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<20%

Integration into the network – at all levels 

... nevertheless, there are still significant disparities in the use of 
reserved allocation capacities as at mid-2020

Source: RTE (2020)
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Integration into the network – at all levels 

A working group launched in 2018 within the Committee of users of the electricity transmission network (CURTE) on the acceleration and

anticipation of adaptations to the grid that will be required for the development of renewable energies has led to the establishment of

INSAS (the national instance for monitoring and improvement of S3REnR), which brings together the federations of producers, grid

operators, as well as the Energy Regulatory Commission (CRE – Commission de régulation de l'énergie) and the Directorate General of

Energy and Climate (DGEC – Direction générale de l'énergie et du climat). The aim of INSAS is to share the regional and national visions of

the S3REnR in force, changing outlooks on France’s renewable energy resource potential, progress on the studies being conducted and

anticipated procedures and to prepare joint proposals to improve the implementation of the schemes.

Several concrete achievements resulted from this WG and were placed under the responsibility of the national authority:

▪ Launch of the construction of a collection platform for potential renewable energy sources
This tool, which is currently being defined by RTE in close collaboration with DSOs and professional federations, will collect information

regarding potential renewable energy sources to be integrated over the course of the development and life of the S3REnRs. The data will

directly proceed from producers, while respecting the level of confidentiality that they will have defined themselves. This tool will thus

make it possible to improve the robustness of the wind resources included and therefore the relevance of the necessary adaptations to

the public networks.

▪ Preparing a summary of the proposals that could accelerate and anticipate network adaptations

The main proposal concerns the anticipation of studies and administrative procedures on key structuring infrastructure (requiring more

than 4 years to be implemented). The objective is to carry out a periodic prospective exercise every 5 years at the most, in order to

identify opportunities for key structuring infrastructure that will be needed beyond the S3REnR in force, as scouted by federations of

producers, and to consult on them with stakeholders, and to then launch the studies and administrative procedures required for these

projects without waiting for the revision of the scheme to be enacted. The decree of March 2020 also included the methods of financing for

these studies in the framework of S3REnR. An operational procedure for the implementation of the anticipation of studies and

administrative procedures is being finalized within INSAS.

▪ Establishment of a working group on the opportunity to set up a new technical level on public grids

The working group started working on global technical and economic analyses of new network structures in order to assess the advisability

of developing a new level to facilitate the connection to the grid of renewable energies.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S
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Grid integration – Innovation

Network operators innovate in order to accelerate the grid integration 
of renewable energies
Building a source substation currently takes about 2 years (preceded by a 3 year period for administrative procedures).

Enedis is committed to transforming the industrial process and conditions for the construction of source substations with the

Express Source Substation, an innovation that halves the time needed for building source substations.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

The two principles of the Express Source Substation:

▪ Modularity: the modular nature of the Express Source Substation
allows factory pre-construction of structural elements, parallel
processes, accelerated assembly and great flexibility.

▪ Standardization: the rationalization of processes and quality
control, as well as the standardization of materials.

The Express Source Substation is a solution adapted to accelerated deployment in rural areas and whose performance also
depends on the conditions of the connection to the transmission grid.

The 1st Express Source Substation was commissioned in July 2020 in Montpinson, in

Champagne-Ardenne, and 5 more across the country by 2025.

Construction work on the Montpinson Express Source Substation

2020: first commissioning
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Grid integration – Innovation

Building a new offshore grid to connect more than 10 GW of offshore 
wind power to the grid over the next 15 years
The objectives of the offshore wind energy sector are defined in the Multiannual Energy Programming (Programmation

Pluriannuelle de l’Énergie – PPE). The decree establishing the published in April 2020 follows the Energy-Climate law adopted in

November 2019. The French Government is showing its desire to accelerate the deployment of offshore wind power with an

ambition to launch and award up to 1 GW per year in future projects. The projects awarded starting from 2024 will relate in

particular to extensions of previous offshore wind farms, with a shared grid-connection.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

RTE is working towards the ambitious development of renewable
marine energies.

▪ There are three ways of lowering costs and sticking to the
deadlines:

– developing pooled, modular platforms (or “hubs”) and

diversifying their use

– adequately sizing wind farm capacities, in order to avoid

threshold effects

– standardizating certain infrastructures to achieve economies

of scale

▪ These approaches depend in part on the government and illustrate

the need for long-term planning (as savings of 15% on grid-
connection costs for future calls for tenders are to be expected).

Means of optimizing the connection
of offshore wind farms to the grid

▪ The SDDR will be extended by drawing up of “offshore network development plans” at the scale of each seafront in order
to facilitate the joint planning of the onshore grid and connections at sea. This exercise will, for example, be carried out on
the Normandy seaboard at the end of the ongoing public discussion.
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Grid integration – Innovation

Alternative technical solutions allowing for feed-in curtailment lower 
investment costs and shorten grid connection times

TRANSMISSION SUBSTATION

Reference technical 
solution (ORR): 
dedicated feeder

Regional grid 
administration 

agency

Projections / 
Constraints 
detection

HV PRODUCER

Alternative technical 
solution (ORI):
connection to the
existing feeder

OIED/
DMS

Transformers

Tension constraints

1

2

3

4

Alternative technical solutions (offre de raccordement intelligente, or ORI) allowing for

feed-in curtailment should constraints appear on the grid provide for lower investment

costs for network structures to be implemented (around €100k per MW connected).

They also allow grid connection lead time to be reduced (by seven to ten months).
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Following several experiments, the regulatory framework was adjusted in 2020 with the publication of a decree modifying the energy code

and offering the possibility of subscribing to these offers in a non-experimental setting. An implementing order should soon be published,

laying down the conditions in which these offers shall apply, including two cumulative conditions: a guaranteed output of at least 70% of

requested connection capacity at all times as well as a maximum amount of shaved-off power not exceeding 5% of the annual output of the

facility. Work on the industrialization of these alternative offers will start as soon as this decree is published.

1. HV producers first submit a request for grid connection to Enedis. Enedis then

conducts a study of the network topology in order to establish a reference

technical solution (ORR – offre de raccordement de référence), which allows for the

continual feed-in of the entire output of the power generation unit. In certain

cases, this offer may require the creation of a new line or reinforcements on the

existing high-voltage grid.

2. At the request of the producer, Enedis can offer an “alternative technical solution”

(ORI – offre de raccordement intelligente), which provides faster set-up at lower

cost (by connecting to an existing feeder), in exchange for the possibility of feed-

in curtailment should constraints appear.

3. Should constraints be projected in advance, Enedis sends a temporary feed-in

curtailment order to producers that opted for ORI via its Operation Information

Exchange Device / Distribution Management System (DMS).

Principles

Integrating the system into a new regulatory framework in 2020
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Grid integration – Innovation
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Optimizing the sizing of S3REnR source substations accounts for the greatest potential source of value for
flexibilities on the public distribution grid for the community. This is the purpose of the ReFlex project conducted
by Enedis in association with RTE.

Accelerate the energy transition by relying on local flexibilities and 

optimization of the sizing of grids

New sizing assumptions for source substations

Implementation: calling upon the market

Flexibility activations will be subject to individual financial compensation

for peak-shaving. Calling upon the market is the preferred approach, in
order to compete with technically accessible and controllable load-shaving at

a well-defined and contained cost.

When developing the S3REnRs, the transformers of the high voltage

HTB/HTA source substations are currently sized to guarantee that a full 100%

of the maximum feed-in power of the identified renewable energy resource

can be evacuated. The occasional activation of flexibilities during periods

of transit constraints linked to feed-in at the level of high voltage HTB/HTA

transformer represents a significant collective force to increase the

accommodation capacity of S3REnR source substations .

A source of value for the community

Studies carried out by Enedis in 2018 showed

that:

Source: Roadmap for the transformation of grid sizing methods, 
Enedis, Feb. 2020

▪ the cumulative savings by 2035 for the 

community could amount to up to €250 million,

▪ 2.5 GW of additional accommodation 

capacity could be immediately released, i.e. the 

equivalent of one year of new connections to the 

grid and 7.5 GW by 2035

2020: experiments to validate the implementation of these flexibilities

▪ Launch in two areas: the Somme and the Landes,

▪ Intended use of the “regulatory sandbox” system introduced by the Energy Climate Act,

▪ Joint studies and roadmap with RTE,

▪ Calling upon the market in 2021 for the very first flexibility activations during constraints in 2022,

▪ Consultations with external stakeholders launched in 2019.
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Grid integration – Innovation

Power utilities are investing in long-term R&D projects to develop a grid 
that is capable of accommodating increasing volumes of renewable 
energies
Enedis and RTE are involved in ambitious long-term research projects and have close links with stakeholders in the regions and various

partners (manufacturers, SMEs, start-ups, universities and laboratories) in order to collaborate on the construction of the electricity grid of

the future.

CAP R&D – RTE’s R&D roadmap

In 2020, RTE initiated a a process to draw up an R&D roadmap for
the next ten years. Indeed, over the past ten years, RTE has been

actively discussing and upholding a number of prospective analyses,
including concerning the integration of renewable energies into
the power grid. Some of these considerations are reaching maturity,
prompting RTE to update the objectives to be addressed in the
future. Furthermore, the long-term challenges are changing: in
addition to technical and economic performance, solidarity, climate,
biodiversity, sobriety and resilience are now being considered.

RTE thus wishes to adopt a new roadmap that will guide its
research activities and make it possible to respond to long-term
challenges.

Method: work on RTE's R&D roadmap is shared and collaboratively 
undertaken within the framework of the Commission on system and 
network perspectives (CPSR – Commission perspectives système et 
réseau). 

Deadline: late 2020  

R&D budgets related to the energy transition:

▪ RTE: €55m out of Turpe 5’s €140m from 2017 to 2020

▪ Enedis: €144m of its €225m R&D budget from 2017 to 2020

Partnerships – what’s new:

RTE:

▪ Accession to France Énergies Marines and Stanford University’s
Bits&Watts initiative.

▪ Partnership on biodiversity with the Paris Museum of Natural
History, with whom RTE is undertaking the SPECIES (Submarine
Power Cables Interactions with Environment and associated
Surveys) project

ENEDIS:

▪ Reinforced partnership with Grenoble INP on the integration
of renewable energies, grid operation and training in SmartGrids
professions.

▪ New partnership with the Interdisciplinary Institute of
Artificial Intelligence (3IA), whose work could be structured
around the integration of renewable energies and grid
management.
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Grid integration – Innovation

OSMOSE: an ambitious European research project

OSMOSE was launched following the Low-Carbon Electricity call for
projects of the European research programme H2020. It focuses on the
“Demonstration of the integration of the energy system with smart
distribution and storage grid technology and an increasing share of
renewables in the energy mix”. OSMOSE aims to anticipate the needs for
flexibility generated by the accommodation of an increasing quantity of
renewable energies in the power grid.

It is a comprehensive approach that accounts for all possible needs for
flexibility (balancing demand and supply on the energy markets,
optimizing existing and future systems services and enabling the active
management of the grid) and sources of flexibility (particularly storage,
demand management and the flexibility of renewable energies). This
approach then reveals the converging lines between the various
solutions, for instance to identify the best location for storage capacity to
be installed with optimum cost-effectiveness.

RTE is leading this European project and is in charge of the package
aimed at setting up a battery demonstrator for testing the provision of
several types of services with a given installation. This demonstrator will
test, under field conditions, the regulations set out by the European
MIGRATE project. This project examines the impact on the grid’s dynamic
operation of the massive insertion of renewable energies connected via
power electronics. The demonstrator will test the implementation of
multiservice storage technologies, as well as synchronization services, to
balance supply and demand and manage load and frequency. The
multiservice aspect will bring greater financial viability to storage
solutions.

Key data

▪ Dates: 4 years, starting in 2018
▪ Budget: €28 million
▪ Consortium members: 33 partners from

nine countries, including European power
transmission system operators, power producers,
generalist equipment manufacturers/system
operators, equipment manufacturers/system
operators specialized in electrochemical storage
and power electronics, computer scientists,
energy services providers, consulting companies,
software companies, research institutions and
universities.
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Integration in the network – Training

In order to anticipate all future transformations–economic, technological, demographic and in society–, and in accordance

with the orientations of the business project, RTE's training areas are regularly updated. Over the 2020–2022 period, the key

aims are to consolidate the current base of fundamental skills while adapting it to new technologies (connected objects,

data processing, etc.) and new ways of working (drones. ..), new fields of intervention (underwater links, high-voltage direct

current links ...) and the integration of CSR into business training (listening and dialogue with stakeholders, skills

development environment, including the eco-design approach, strengthening the workplace safety culture, etc.).

RTE anticipates the future through training activities 

RTE’s training campus in Jonage receives several

thousand trainees each year. Currently, more than

7,000 employees are already being trained each year.

In 2021, the Jonage site will host replicas of HVDC

conversation stations, which will open up new

perspectives for the implementation of partnerships

with industrial firms as well as the establishment of

collaborative training courses on these technologies.
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The challenges of the 

wind industry

F. Challenges relating to 

flexibility
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Challenges relating to flexibility

The use of production flexibilities is set to become widespread due to 
the increasing integration of renewable energies into the grid

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

At the level of the transmission grid
Savings of €7 billion by 2035

by erasing approximately 0.3% of the energy 
produced annually by renewable energy 

installations in the wind and solar sectors by 
this time. 

At the level of the distribution grid

Savings of €250 million for the community 

and 7.5 GW of additional reception capacity

by 2035
by erasing approximately 0.06% of the energy 

produced by the new RE installations to be grid-
connected by that date.Source: Valuing production flexibilities to integrate renewable energies into electricity grids, UFE, FEE, SER, RTE, Enedis (2019)

Context: New network sizing parameters can be defined thanks to flexibilities, taking into account the very low number

of times several renewable energy facilities in the same area will be feeding their maximum possible output into the grid.

The deployment of production flexibilities thus avoids congestion on the transmission and distribution grids as well as
having to install new equipment that would only be useful for a few hours every year. This reduces the need for
adaptation of the transmission grid, optimizes transits at the interface between the transmission and distribution grids
by using the residual capacities of transformers, and limits work on the HV networks used to connect power suppliers to
the power grid.

The benefit of occasionally making use of these production flexibilities would be twofold:

1. material and economic gain, by installing fewer transformers and shorter cable lengths and by using existing
infrastructures as close as possible to their technical limits;

2. saving time, by reducing grid connection times for producers located near existing infrastructures which have residual
reception capacities thanks to these flexibilities.

Assuming that renewable energies are developed in line with the current PPE project, grid managers have computed the 
following estimates: 
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Challenges relating to flexibility

Strengthening the grid and automatic generation control are the only 
options that currently seem economically viable

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Solutions considered Principle
Annualized cost (k€ per MW per 

year)
Maturity

Strengthening the grid is the structural 
solution that has been adopted historically.

Generation control consists in reducing 
variable production temporarily, in the 
event when the power that is generated 
exceeds the power that can be transmitted 
over the grid.

The battery is positioned at the generation 
point.
Energy that cannot be stored in the battery 
(during periods of deep congestion and/or 
when battery storage capacities are full) is 
shaved off.

The electrolyser*** is located
at the level of a variable renewable 
generation point and makes it possible to 

increase local consumption, especially when 
renewable production is high.

No.1: Grid 

strengthening

No.2: Automatic 

generation control 

systems for 

renewable energy 

sources

No.3: 

Battery storage

No.4: 

Power-to-gas

* Under the low assumption, the battery storage and power-to-gas solutions are 
sized at 50% of maximum peak load: additional peak-shaving strategies 
therefore remain necessary
** Constraint: duration of excess output compared with transmission capacity on 
the existing network – Occasional constraints amount to around one hundred 
hours per year, frequent constraints to 1,000 hours per year.
*** Water electrolysis makes it possible to transform water into hydrogen gas 
that can be fed into the gas number, under certain conditions. 

Source: SDDR 2019, RTE

To date, among possible flexibilities, only intermittently limiting renewable 
power generation seems to be likely to constitute an economically-viable 
alternative to strengthening the network in the medium term.
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Key data

Challenges relating to flexibility

Using peak shaving controllers for renewable energy production – an 
economically-sensible choice that is conducive to the development of 
renewable energy

▪ Dates: Since 2017

▪ Budget: €120 million deployment cost (over
the next 15 years)

▪ Location: experiments are underway in

▪ Melle Longchamp (in the Niort/Poitiers/
Limoges/Angoulême area)

▪ Jalancourt (Côte d’Or)

▪ €55m out of Turpe 5’s €140m from 2017 to
2020

▪ Update on the project: the experiments
make it possible to consider industrializing
the solution in order to be able to deploy it
throughout the country in areas with transit
constraints.

The NAZA (new adaptive zone programmable
controllers) project is an ambitious project led
by RTE in order to further optimize the existing
infrastructure of the electrical grid.

These controllers will make it possible to
optimize the contribution of renewable
energies to the electrical system by decreasing
power generation when necessary. All other
things being equal, this increases the
accommodation capacities of the distribution
grid without delaying the implementation of key
infrastructure.

“ Zone controllers represent an essential building

block of RTE's digitization strategy, serving the

energy transition. They materialize our desire to

shadow our physical infrastructure network with a

digital network in order to optimize the use of the

transmission network.” , Project manager at RTE

Over the next fifteen years, RTE
plans to deploy one thousand
controllers. This perspective is
based on experiments that are
currently being conducted in certain
regions that are marked by
significant development in wind
power, such as Nouvelle-Aquitaine or
Hauts-de-France. This strategy can
curtail the required investment in
distribution grids thanks to the
strengthening of the digital
backbone (information systems,
digitization of control and command
in substations, strengthening of
telecommunication links in strategic
posts), which acts as a catalyst.

Zone controllers will support the energy and environmental transitions and allow
the transmission grid to be operated as close as possible to its limits without
degrading the current risk level.

Discussions concerning the contractual aspects of the use of such arrangements are
being carried out alongside those concerning technical considerations.

“The arrival of the NAZA controllers will allow us to

improve the management of the distribution

network in areas where renewable energy

development is strong as transit constraints are

increasingly numerous there.”, Account manager in

the Operations department.
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▪ Dates: Design phase: 2017-2019

Construction phase: 2020-2022

Experimentation phase: 2022-2024

▪ Budget: €80m

▪ Location: 3 sites in France

▪ Project partners:

Challenges relating to flexibility

RINGO – experimenting the services offered by a storage solution

The RINGO project aims to experiment with new flexibilities for the
electricity system that will be necessary to accelerate the energy transition.

The RINGO project proposes experimenting with stationary batteries to
manage the flow of electricity on the transmission network. The advantage
is to be able to store local “overflows” of electricity produced by
renewable energies in order to unstock them later. This technology helps
accommodate renewable energies by increasing the accommodation
capacities of the transmission grid and by avoiding the construction of new
power lines.

The RINGO project is structured around three pilot sites, the development of
which is entrusted to three different groups of manufacturers in order to
experiment with different technologies:

• Ventavon in the Hautes-Alpes (10 MW and 30.2 MWh) is being developed
by Blue Solutions (Bolloré group), SCLE SFE and Engie Solutions

• Vingeanne in Côte d'Or (12 MW and 37 MWh) is being developed by
NIDEC ASI

• Bellac in Haute-Vienne (10 MW and 30.8 MWh) is being developed by Saft
and Schneider Electric

The aim of the project is to demonstrate the feasibility of using large
batteries to automatically manage congestion due to peaks in renewable
energy production and to build up expertise on these batteries that could
later be deployed on a large scale.

Conventionally, batteries are used to store energy over time. The originality of RINGO

comes from the use of storage capacity as a means of moving energy in space via the

combination of three technologies: storage, power electronics and digital technology.

Olivier Grabette – Deputy CEO of RTE.
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The challenges of the 

wind industry

G. Coupling with storage
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Coupling with storage

Renewable energy storage solutions are a key issue for tomorrow’s 

electricity mix

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

On April 23, 2020, France adopted a new energy climate strategy. The PPE for the 2019–

2023 and 2024–2028 periods was thus published in the French official gazette. Storage is

mentioned without nevertheless drawing up a precise roadmap despite how key it is in

supporting the development of renewable energies.

Energy storage can be done in different ways. Energy can be stored in the form of gas

(either natural gas or hydrogen), hydropower (dams or WWTPs) or finally heat. Storage is

essential in order to reinforce the competitiveness of renewable energies, wind power

being a variable source of energy, and solar an intermittent source.

In 2023, electricity from renewable sources should represent 27% of electricity

production and 33 to 36% by 2028. However, as repeated in the PPE: “Within the time

frame of the PPE, which ends in 2028, the penetration of renewable energies and changes

in the power mix set by this PPE will not require any additional storage needs to ensure

the balance between supply and demand.”

And though the PPE identifies hydrogen as “the most promising means of mass inter-

seasonal storage of intermittent renewable electrical energies”, the text postpones its

development to 2035 or even 2040. We would have to wait “beyond 2030–2035” for

hydrogen to contribute to the integration of renewable energies into the electricity

system. Nevertheless, the first projects are emerging and the sector of coupling

renewable energy production with storage is currently organizing.

Mechanical storage

=> pumping (PHES)

Compressed air storage

Electrochemical storage

=> lithium-ion batteries 

and among other solutions

Chemical storage

=> hydrogen

Thermal storage

=> HVAC

Source: Capgemini Invent
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Coupling with storage

Lhyfe wants to produce hydrogen from offshore wind farms

Lhyfe is a Vendée-based start-up founded in 2017. Its objective is to produce

green hydrogen, i.e. from renewable energies, unlike the currently prevalent grey

hydrogen, produced from fossil fuels.

To produce hydrogen, Lhyfe uses water electrolysis. The electricity generated by

renewable energies breaks the water molecule (H20) into oxygen (02) and hydrogen

(H2). Lhyfe plans to scale up daily production from 300 kg of hydrogen initially to

several tonnes in the long term.

To this effect, Lhyfe will build a hydrogen production unit connected to a wind

farm consisting of eight turbines located in Bouin, in Vendée in 2021. The

hydrogen produced can be used for many applications including mobility, for

example by supplying bus networks.

The ambition of the start-up is to produce hydrogen thanks to offshore wind in

particular, and to demonstrate the economic viability of this approach. No

electrolyser has ever been directly connected to an intermittent renewable

energy source. The innovation would be based on the robustness of the electronic

components of the electrolyser and a software solution developed by the company.

This solution manages the variability of electricity generation to produce green

hydrogen without being connected to the electricity grid.

Lhyfe has developed partnerships with the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA),

Alliance Marine Energy as well as IRD, the French Research Institute for

Development.
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Source: Lhyfe, Capgemini Invent study

“Our goal is to produce an offshore hydrogen
production platform within 5 years"
Matthieu Guesné, CEO of Lhyfe
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H. Training
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Training

Wind energy education and training in France

BZEEKey:

GWO
+2/+3 years post-secondary 
education

BTS MS Option Eolien

4/5 years post-secondary 
education

Lycées de 
Fécamp

(Descartes / 
Maupassant)

Lycées de 
Fécamp

(Descartes / 
Maupassant)
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Training

Training programmes cover all branches of the wind industry

Partnerships with the industry

Industrial firms and engineering consultancies are now involved in the training process and are developing
key partnerships with high schools, universities and training centres. These industrial partners contribute to
the funding of training programmes and offer internship opportunities that often result in long-term
employment contracts.

Wind power-related training programmes
International certified training programmes (BZEE and GWO) are highly valued by wind farm developers and
operators. Such programmes can be followed after graduating from high school (as a licence professionnelle,
BTS or DUT) or as continuing education.

Throughout the country
These programmes are strongly supported by the regions that are developing wind power generation.
Training centres are therefore usually located near production sites.

Training programmes for all levels

Programmes specific to the wind industry exist at all levels, from high school level (bac professionnel) to
engineering schools. They confirm the need for fully-trained experts to support the sector's development.
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Training

Specialized training programmes, from vocational qualifications to 

bachelor’s degrees

Certificat d’Aptitude 
Professionnelle (CAP)

Bac Professionnel
(vocational high 
school diploma)

Technician 
certification (Brevet 

de Technicien
Supérieur – BTS)

Diplôme Universitaire
de Technologie

(university technology 
degree – DUT)

Licence 
Professionnelle

(bachelor’s 
degree)

Pre-
baccalaureate 
programmes

Baccalaureate 2 years post-
secondary 
education

2 years post-
secondary 
education

1 year training 
programme after 
2 years of post-

secondary education

51 
diplomas

42 institutions

31
cities

158
diplomas

94
institutions

59
cities

46 
diplomas

38
institutions

28
cities

16 
diplomas

9 institutions

10
cities

50 
diplomas

41 institutions

32
cities
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Examples of Universities and Grandes Écoles 

Training

Higher education programmes (4 years post-secondary education and 

beyond) are expanding their specialized offer

More than 

70 training 

programme

s 
In more than 40 

universities / 

grandes écoles

Several hundred 

graduate students 

per year

25 cities

Across the country, there are now: 

Specialized Master’s degrees “Experts in
Marine Renewable Energies”
Systems engineering; marine resources; economic,

environmental and legal aspects

Renewable energy project management /

development, engineering consultancy, etc.

Specialized Master’s degrees “Experts
in renewable energy projects and
production”
Energy and the environment, renewables and

energy management, technologies employed in

renewables, renewable energy systems design

Renewable energy project management /
development, engineering consultancy,
etc.

Key modules

Partners 

Career 

opportunities 

Key modules

Partners 

Career 

opportunities 

Focus on two examples of specialized Master’s degrees in Renewable Energies in France
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Training

Two international training programmes providing certification are 

available in France
Technician certificate in wind power systems maintenance

▪ Advanced training in wind turbine maintenance techniques and
safety measures

▪ Continuing education or apprenticeship training lasting 6 to 9 months

▪ Four of these training centres also offer GWO modules

▪ More than 320 students were BZEE-trained and certified in France in
2016. They were awarded either the Service Technician for Wind
Energy Facilities certificate or the Working at Heights certificate.

Key modules: offshore operations, wind energy technology, wind turbine
electronics, operations management

Basic Safety Training Certificate
▪ Safety-focused training
▪ Five modules to be completed (over a period of seven days)
▪ Overall, 25,000 individuals throughout Europe are now certified for

between three and five GWO modules.
▪ Since December 2015, the BZEE certificate has also included GWO modules,

including modules on maintenance safety training.
Key modules: first aid, manual handling, fire-hazard awareness, working at
height, survival at sea.

Windlab

Lycée François 
Bazin

Lycée Dhuoda 

Lycée Raoul 
Mortier 

GRETA du 
Maine

GRETA Amiens

BZEE

Eight accredited institutions in France

Lycée 
Gustave Eiffel

GWO

Accsys 
Group

Cresto Centre 

Alpic France

GRETA du 
Maine

GWO

GWO

Eight accredited institutions in France

Lycée Gustave 
Eiffel
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Training

Focus on: the ENERCON training centres in Longueil-Sainte-Marie

The international training centre for wind turbine assembly set up by ENERCON
in Longueil-Sainte-Marie (in Oise, Hauts-de-France) has been open since January
2018.

This centre required around an investment of €3.5m.

Covering an area of 6,500 m2, it has 5 trainers, 2 assembly platforms and 2
cranes. It offers two main areas of training in real field conditions: mast
installation; assembly, disassembly and wiring of appliances, nacelles and pales.
Training is provided for 3 to 4 MW wind turbines. 350 ENERCON technicians
from all over the world are trained each year there.

These programmes will empower the trainees and help them access new
work opportunities. This is particularly true for service technicians, who can
then become technical coordinators, expert technicians, HSE technicians or
quality technicians.

In September 2017, ENERCON opened another training centre dedicated to
maintenance technicians in Meaux, also in Oise. A total of 600 people per year
are thus trained in electrical and mechanical accreditations and other training
programmes by 6 instructors.

The opening of these training centres for the French wind power industry,
which was instigated by ENERCON, is in line with the strategy set forward in
the Skills Investment Plan, which provides for the introduction of
10,000 training courses in green jobs.
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Training

Examples of wind power jobs in the wind power value chain

Wind project development
Component manufacturing
Wind turbine assembly
Exceptional transport

Site preparation
Assembly
Connection to the grid
Commissioning

Operation
Maintenance

Wind farm project 
manager
5 years post-secondary education

Wind farm project 
managers play a key role in 
the whole development 
phase. Their 
responsibilities include 
choosing the installation 
site, coordinating the 
feasibility studies and 
working with real estate 
owners, farmers and local 

officials on deployment 
options for each turbine.

Superintendent
3–5 years post-secondary 

education

Site managers are primarily 
concerned with the various 
stages of the construction 
of a given wind farm, with 
responsibilities including 
renovating of access roads, 
laying foundations, 
receiving components, 
assembling and installing 
wind turbines, connecting 
wind turbines to the grid 
and, finally, commissioning 
the wind farm.

Service technician
+3 years post-secondary education

Service technicians 
undertake the planning and 
execution of preventive and 
curative maintenance tasks 
on a wind farm to ensure 
maximum availability and 
productivity of the turbines. 
The objective of preventive 
maintenance is to prevent 
material fatigue in 

components in order to 
reduce the likelihood of 
hardware failure.

Boilermaker
Bac Pro (vocational high 
school diploma)

Boilermakers produce 
large-scale products from 
various types of sheet 
metal. They are 
responsible for ordering, 
monitoring and 
maintaining the computer 
numerical control machines 
that cut and assemble the 
various components of 
wind turbines.
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wind industry

I. Circular economy
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Circular economy
The responsibility for the entire process for managing the end of life 

of the facilities (disassembly, recycling) is vested in the operator

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Wind farm end-of-life management operations are strictly
regulated by law* (AMPG ministerial decrees – arrêté
ministériel de prescriptions générales) and include the
entire process of disassembly and recycling of component
waste:

• The disassembly of the power generation installations,
substations, as well as the cables within a radius of ten
meters around the wind turbines and the substations
must be carried out.

• The foundations must be "fully excavated down to the
base of their footing, with the exception of any piles” and
replaced by soil with comparable characteristics to the
soil in place near the installation.

• The regrading of crane areas and access roads must be
filled with soil of comparable characteristics to that of
the soil near the installation

• Recycling obligations have been laid down: from 1 July
2022, at least 90% of the total mass of the wind turbines
have to be recycled or reused, including foundations (or
85% when the total excavation of foundations is the
subject to derogation granted by the Prefect), as well as
at least 35% of the mass of the rotors.

Source: French Environmental Code

“Waste resulting from demolition and dismantling is reused,
recycled, recovered, or, failing that, eliminated through the
channels duly authorized for this purpose”.
*Article R. 553-6 of the French Environmental Code (Decree of 26

August 2011, modified on 6 November 2014) – Decree of 22 June
2020, published in the French official gazette on 30 June 2020,

entered into force on 1 July 2020.

Likewise, recyclability obligations are also provided for
by the AMPG Ministerial Decree of 22 June 2020: for
permission applications filed from 2023 and gradually until
2025, the reuse and recyclability rates will be increased up
to 95% of the total mass of the wind turbines (including
foundations) and up to 55% of the mass of the rotors.

Wind turbines are facilities classified for environmental
protection (ICPE), which requires that the issue of
dismantling be fully anticipated. In the event that an
operator defaults on its obligations, which has never
happened in France to date, site restoration operations
will be covered by operational financial guarantees, prior
to the commissioning of the site and set at €50,000 per 2
MW wind turbine and €10,000 per additional MW when the
unit capacity is greater than 2 MW.** The arrangements for
constituting the operational financial guarantees are laid
down by the French Environmental Code.

** The first disassemblies carried out in France confirms this estimate
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Circular economy

Repowering, revamping, retrofit: an overview

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

There are 3 categories of wind farm renewal:

• Heavy maintenance (retrofit), which consists in the

replacement of certain components of the wind turbine

(blades, generator, and so on) in order to modernize it. This

makes it possible to extend the life of wind farms by using

newer equipment, as long as the overall configuration and

dimensions remain the same.

• Revamping: consists in replacing certain components of the

wind turbine. This replacement goes hand in hand with

modifications to the main features of the installation (wind

turbine dimensions, generation capacity, etc.).

• Repowering: consists in completely or partially replacing the

installation, with a view to improving its performance. It

therefore leads to changes in the main features of the

installation (wind turbine dimensions, generation capacity,

wind farm size, locations, etc.).

Wind farm renewal can pursue various objectives:

• Increasing power generation capacity on site

both in absolute terms and thanks to more

modern components that are capable of

harnessing the force of the wind more efficiently

• Extending the life of a wind farm by replacing

certain components that deteriorate faster than

others or establishing a new, more efficient

wind farm using the latest technologies available

• Reducing operating costs linked to

maintenance thanks to the use of more reliable

and modern equipment.

According to ADEME, the installed wind power capacity that could be gained by 2030 by replacing existing wind turbines
with more powerful ones is estimated at more than 5 GW.

Source: Enerfip, Capgemini Invent
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The average lifespan of a wind turbine is approximately twenty years. At the
end of this period, operators have the opportunity of strengthening the
potential of their wind farms thanks to technological advances, on sites which
have already proved their value and with recognized wind energy potential.
They can then replace the old wind turbines with more efficient technologies,
without necessarily increasing the number of turbines, and therefore without
increasing the impact on the landscapes, activities and the surrounding
environment.

These operations have many advantages:

- While operating new sites requires realizing numerous studies to assess
potential, extending the life of an already equipped site can rely on existing
datasets on available resources, all the while benefiting from existing
infrastructure: access road, substation, connection to the grid, and so on.

- The replacement of the old turbines by machines with higher yields makes it
possible to harvest a larger quantity of energy.

- These operations help preserve local jobs and provide localities with
constant income in the form of local taxes on wind farms in operation.

- Upgrading the equipment can reduce the risks and nuisances that may be
brought about by the installation.

Circular economy

Focus on repowering, an essential driver of growth for the sector

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Source: Enerfip, Capgemini Invent
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Developed by Boralex and commissioned in 2005, this wind farm
consists of 14 wind turbines for a current total installed capacity
of 22.6 MW. It is located in the Ardèche department . Located at
an altitude of 1,497 m, the Cham Longe wind turbines are those
located at the highest elevation in France.

After 15 years of operation, rather than implementing a series of
heavy maintenance operations, Boralex therefore looked into
the possibility of completely renewing the wind farm in order to
extend its useful life. This is called repowering. Following this
renewal, the total power of the site will increase from 22.6 to
39.95 MW thanks to more efficient turbines.

This is the first wind farm being renewed that is open to citizen
crowdfunding. The operation was carried out via the Enerfip
platform. Within a month and a half, from mid-July to the end of
August 2019, the full amount of €435,000 that was sought was
collected.

The new Cham Longe wind farm will produce 106 million kWh of
electricity per year, the equivalent of annual electrical power
consumption of 45,400 people living in France. The project will
also lead to a significant increase in financial benefits for the
community up until 2040.

Cham Longe wind farm, in Ardèche–an example of repowering

Circular economy

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Bolstering citizen buy-in 
and sustainability

Source: Enerfip, Boralex

Cham Longe wind farm
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95% of the material build-up of wind turbines are recyclable:

Circular economy

Though limited in France, repowering has many advantages, 

particularly in environmental terms.

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Repowering is designed to give a new lease on life to uninstalled wind 
turbines.

To date, 82 to 95% of the material build-up of wind turbines are recyclable or 
reusable:
- Any steel or metals, which are present in very large quantities, can be

recycled by scrap dealers.
- The concrete used in the foundations can be crushed and reused for other

local projects, outside of wind power.

- Cables and electronic components have their own collection and recycling
channel, via WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment).

- The blades include composite materials, the waste of which can be
transformed into solid recovered fuel (SRF). This component remains the
one for which additional recycling channels must be found to improve the
recyclability of wind power installations.

- Wind turbine components can also be reused on other machines of the
same model. Parts of dismantled wind turbines can therefore be repaired
and used in other wind farms.

Source: Enerfip, Capgemini Invent
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The renewal of the wind farms considered, which would be subject to numerous constraints, would increase in 

French wind capacity by 0.8 GW and power generation by 8.5 TWh per year 

Circular economy

By 2028, 7 GW of wind capacity will reach the end of their purchase 

obligation agreement and will be liable to be renewed

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

The scope of the study conducted by ADEME concerns 742 wind farms located in France with a capacity of 9.2 GW (55% of 
the total wind capacity in France) and a production of 20 TWh per year. The analysis distinguishes between different 
families of constraints related to the following areas: radars,1 aeronautics,2 the Natura 2000 network,3 natural sites of special 
interest (parks and reserves) and landscapes (protected sites, Unesco sites, French Littoral Act).

The study distinguishes several types of renewals. They can be impossible, almost identical, limited in height, or uncapped, 
depending on the regulatory constraints that govern wind power development.

Among the findings of the study are the following data:
• 65% of wind farms installed before 2015 are subject to strong constraints in at least one family and 30% in at least 

two families of constraints
• Of the 9.2 GW studied, final closure could impact 0.7 to 1 GW due to constraints prohibiting their renewal, and 2 to 4 

GW would be forced to be renewed at an almost identical capacity, which would prove cost-prohibitive in 15% of 
cases (>€70 per MWh). Thus, renewals that are either impossible or not economically viable would represent a total 
capacity of between 1 and 1.6 GW .

• In the event that the renewals would take place between 17 and 20 years from the commissioning of the existing 
farms, and taking into account the cases for which dismantling would be the only way to proceed, the analysis 
concludes that capacity gains of 0.8 GW (+9%) and net power generation gains of 8.5 TWh per year (+42.5%) would be 
achievable. These gains would be reduced should the renewals under identical power capacity that are considered too 
expensive not be carried out.

1: Météo-France radars, civil aviation radars, port radars and Air Force radars
2: airfields, areas belonging to the Air Force and the radars of nuclear power plants
3: European network of natural conservation areas 

Source: ADEME, study on the “Renewal of wind power: What possible and conceivable strategies at the end of operation for onshore wind farms?” [Renouvellement de l’éolien
: quelles stratégies possibles et envisageables en fin d’exploitation pour les parcs éoliens terrestre], July 2020
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Circular economy

Several wind turbine manufacturers are aiming for a “zero waste” 

objective and carbon neutrality across their value chain

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Manufacturers committed to design a zero
waste wind turbine by 2040
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Manufacturers are also committed to becoming carbon neutral. This
requires establishing a strategy based on:

1. Increasing energy efficiency in factories
2. Supplying offices and factories with renewable electricity
3. Renewing the service fleets from thermal to electric vehicles and use

low CO2 emissions transport (sea freight, rail)
4. Increasing the recyclability of wind turbines

Several manufacturers have made strong commitments to reduce the
environmental impact of wind projects. In order to quantify the
environmental cost of the wind farms, these companies carry out life
cycle analyses (LCAs) in order to identify, for each link in the value
chain, the associated CO2 emissions and to reduce them as much as
possible (see opposite). This requires innovative processes, new working
methods and a roadmap that defines precise reduction targets to be
achieved by 2030 and then 2050 .

For example, manufacturers are committing to designing zero waste
wind turbines by 2040 and to improve their production processes in
order to use parts that can be recycled or are less energy-intensive.

The five stages 

of the life cycle 

of wind turbines

Source: FEE
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Circular economy
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The wind industry is mobilized around the challenges of the circular 

economy
On December 8th, the day before the regional renewable energy fair
EnerGaïa, the 2020 edition of Éole Industrie will be held at the Cité de
l'Économie et des Métiers de Demain in Montpellier. This year the chosen
theme is "The circular economy of onshore wind power: extending
lifespan, disassembly, recycling and repowering of wind farms".

The end of life of wind farms is a growing issue for the wind industry as the
very first wind farms are starting to be dismantled. Many other projects will
follow, which is why it is essential to organize the sector and anticipate this
influx in order to manage equipment end-of-life in a responsible manner.

Several aspects concerning the end-of-life of projects will be addressed: the
regulatory framework, the renewal of turbines with more efficient and
modern technologies and respect for the environment. The conferences
will be aimed at companies in the wind energy sector and related sectors,
local elected representatives and the administration. The sessions will be
moderated by FEE. Case studies will illustrate the first examples of
disassembly and repowering that have already taken place in France.

On a European scale, the sector is also organizing around the subject of the
end-of-life of wind farms. Thus, on November 19 and 20, EoLIS 2020 will be
held in Brussels and will be dedicated to end-of-life issues and strategies for
wind farms.

Source: FEE

Learn more: www.eole-industrie.com
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The challenges of the 

wind industry

J. Focus on new business 

models
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Focus on new business models

Corporate PPAs are thriving

There is growing interest in Corporate Power Purchase
Agreements (CPPAs) from all energy players. CPPAs are
private power purchase agreements entered into by
renewable electricity producers and companies, at fixed
prices which are know in advance and for periods ranging
from a few years to twenty-five.

In 2019, the first CPPA was signed for 3 years. The food
retailer Metro Cash and Carry has committed to purchase the
electricity generated by a wind farm operated by Eurowatt.

There are several types of CPPA, including the so-called
"sleeved CPPA", which is the most promising type in the case
of France.

On 31 October 2019, France Énergie Éolienne published a
standard CCPA contract on its website as part of its work in
the Economics Commission and in close collaboration with
the law firm Norton Rose Fulbright. This work is the result of
a working group set up in early September 2018.

Obstacles persist for the realization of PPAs concerning wind
power plants in France. The main obstacle is the fact that
producers cannot claim guarantees of origin for their
production, which is auctioned by the government.

Sleeved PPA: an end user purchases electrical 
power from a producer and has it delivered by his 

supplier (who also provides the remainder)

producer(s)

provider

€
ST contract 
(1-3 years)

LT contract
(3–20 years)

€

end user

GO GO

elec
elec

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

Source: Capgemini Invent
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Focus on new business models
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The corporate power purchase agreements (CPPA) signed in France 

are based on wind energy

Source: Capgemini Invent study

End usersProducers

All of these CPPAs are based exclusively on wind energy and on assets that were withdrawn from the renewable purchase
obligation mechanism. This occurs though the producer guarantees a sales tariff for the electricity produced by the wind
farms to the consumer over a number of years despite variations in the market price.

Aggregator

Amount of electricity sold Contract duration

Appro

x. 3 

years

Share of power 
consumption covered by 
the contract

~10%~30 GWh

Average characteristics of signed CPPA contracts:
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Focus on new business models
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The role of a virtual power plant is to manage thousands of
installations from a single control centre in order to monitor, forecast
and control in real time the production of several thousands of
decentralized units as if they formed a single power plant. It can
accommodate renewable electricity production units but also storage
means and consumers who are likely to lower or regulate their
consumption based on the needs of the grid.

Managed by market players, in particular aggregators, they ensure
security of supply and participate in ensuring a balanced grid and are
set to aggregate thousands of small equipment in the near future such
as individual batteries, heat pumps and electric vehicles.
The virtual power plants communicate with wind turbines through a
SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) system. Several
examples of this type of power plant are beginning to emerge across
Europe, depending on the penetration of renewable energies in the
electric grid.

Functional diagram of a virtual power plant

Virtual power 
plant Network 
balance

Delivery points

Production units

Virtual power plants at the crossroads between the digital and the 

energy world

“A virtual power plant consists in collecting data from installations in 
a portfolio in order to improve forecasting and reduce the cost of 
deviations between forecasts and actual production. It can also 
encompass the generation of additional income by putting to 
effective use the flexibility of installations as system services”, Kerstin 
Pienisch, managing director for France of the aggregator Centrales 
Next Source: Journal de l’éolien [Wind Energy Journal], Capgemini Invent study
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A. The wind industry: regional 

maps
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The wind industry: regional maps

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 2,014
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Greater Lyon
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 668 MW

▪ Number of wind farms: 73

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

368 705 530 410

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

2,014 FTEs – 668 MW
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The wind industry: regional maps

Bourgogne–Franche-Comté

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 852
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Dijon
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 817 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 48

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

175 494 168 15

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

852 FTEs – 817 MW
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The wind industry: regional maps

Brittany

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 994
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): La Gacilly
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 1,039 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 133

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

326 158 322 188

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

Fixed-bottom offshore wind farm

Pilot floating wind farm

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

994 FTEs – 1,039 MW

Groix Belle-Île
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The wind industry: regional maps

Centre-Val de Loire

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 535
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Orléans
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 1,303 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 104

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

151 78 207 99

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

535 FTEs – 1,303 MW
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The wind industry: regional maps

Grand Est

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 1,632
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Nancy
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 3,720 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 259

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

335 457 546 293

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

1,632 FTEs – 3,720 MW
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The wind industry: regional maps

Hauts-de-France

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 2,149
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Compiègne – Le Meux
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 4,676 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 360

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

415 428 680 625

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies

Fixed-bottom offshore 
wind farm
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

2,149 FTEs – 4,676 MW

Dieppe Le 
Tréport

Dunkerque 
(Dunkirk)
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The wind industry: regional maps

Île-de-France

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 5,387
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Paris
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 71 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 5

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

2,572 729 1,268 817

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

5,387 FTEs – 71 MW
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The wind industry: regional maps

Normandy

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 908
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Cherbourg
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 864 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 86

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

127 509 194 79

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies

Fixed-bottom offshore 
wind farm
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

908 FTEs – 864 MW
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The wind industry: regional maps

Nouvelle-Aquitaine

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 1,106
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Bègles
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 1,146 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 99

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

357 173 465 110

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

1,106 FTEs – 1,146 MW
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The wind industry: regional maps

Occitanie

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 1,951
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Montpellier
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 1,596 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 130

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

811 187 441 511

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies

Pilot floating wind farm
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

1,951 FTEs – 1,596 MW
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The wind industry: regional maps

Pays de la Loire

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 1,854
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Nantes
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 1,026 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 116

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

429 553 347 525

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies
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* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

Fixed-bottom offshore wind farm

Floating offshore wind demonstrator

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Maintenance facility

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

1,854 FTEs – 1,026 MW
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The wind industry: regional maps

Sud-Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur

Key figures for wind energy jobs (2019):
▪ Number of wind jobs: 697
▪ Regional wind capital (FTEs): Aix-Marseille
▪ Top wind employers: 

Distribution of jobs on the value chain:*

Key figures for wind farms (mid-2020):
▪ Grid-connected wind farm capacity: 61 MW
▪ Number of wind farms: 9

Planning & Design
Component 

manufacturing

Engineering 
and 

construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

267 115 247 68

NB: Non-exhaustive list of logos
Multisite companies

Pilot floating wind farm

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

* Distribution of jobs on the value chain, as estimated based on data provided by industry

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

4. Operations & Maintenance

Wind farm

3. Engineering & Construction

Top developers (MW): Top operators (jobs):

697 FTEs – 61 MW
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Appendixes

B. Participants in the wind 

industry by category
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Value chain participants, by category

Developer and/or operator

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Wind power jobs Typical 
profile

Wind power activities
Distribution of wind jobs:

▪ Total number of wind power jobs: 

4197

▪ Number of companies: 133

▪ Majority business type: VSE

▪ Average creation date: 2004 49%

46%

5%

0%

1 2 3 4

Top 10 wind job employers

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

752518

78

12345

Number of businesses by windpower 
group

67% 10% 23%

Series1 Series2

Series3 Series4

VSEs (<10 employees)
SMEs (10–50 employees)
MSCs (251–5,000 emp.)
VLEs (or their

subsidiaries)

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

3. Engineering & Construction

4. Operations & Maintenance
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

22%

67%

11%

1 2 3 4

Value chain participants, by category

Turbine manufacturer / maintenance

Wind power jobs Typical 
profile

Wind power activities
Distribution of wind jobs:

▪ Total number of wind power jobs: 

2530

▪ Number of companies: 21

▪ Majority business type: SME

▪ Average creation date: 2007

Top 10 wind job employers

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

6
2

0
2

11

12345

Number of businesses by windpower group

3%

10% 25% 62%

Series1

Series2

Series3

Series4

VSEs (<10 employees)

SMEs (10–50 employees)

MSCs (251–5,000 emp.)

VLEs (or their subsidiaries)

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

3. Engineering & Construction

4. Operations & Maintenance
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Value chain participants, by category

Component manufacturing

Wind power jobs Typical 

profile

Wind power activities

Distribution of wind jobs:

Top 10 wind job employers

▪ Total number of wind power jobs: 

4351

▪ Number of companies: 209

▪ Majority business type: SME

▪ Average creation date: 1985

16%

58%

24%

2%

1 2 3 4

100%

MA RKE TJO BSC H A LLE NGE SA PPE ND IXE S

992225

144

12345

Number of businesses by windpower 
group

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

VSEs (<10 employees)
SMEs (10–50 employees)
MSCs (251–5,000 emp.)
VLEs (or their

subsidiaries)

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

3. Engineering & Construction

4. Operations & Maintenance
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Value chain participants, by category

Civil and electrical engineering / Logistics

Wind power jobs Typical 

profile

Wind power activities

Distribution of wind jobs:

Top 10 wind job employers

▪ Total number of wind power jobs: 

4402

▪ Number of companies: 202

▪ Majority business type: SME

▪ Average creation date: 1999

16%

58%

24%

2%

1 2 3 4

100%

Series1

Series2

Series3

Series4
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7132420

138

12345

Number of businesses by windpower 
group

VSEs (<10 employees)
SMEs (10–50 employees)
MSCs (251–5,000 emp.)
VLEs (or their

subsidiaries)

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

3. Engineering & Construction

4. Operations & Maintenance
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Value chain participants, by category

Maintenance (excluding manufacturers)

Wind power jobs Typical 

profile

Wind power activities

Distribution of wind jobs:

Top 10 wind job employers

▪ Total number of wind power jobs: 

1321

▪ Number of companies: 69

▪ Majority business type: SME

▪ Average creation date: 1992

16%

58%

24%

2%

1 2 3 4

26%

55%

19%

100%

Atlantique Marine 
Services
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23
139

42

12345

Number of businesses by windpower 
group

VSEs (<10 employees)
SMEs (10–50 employees)
MSCs (251–5,000 emp.)
VLEs (or their

subsidiaries)

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

3. Engineering & Construction

4. Operations & Maintenance
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Value chain participants, by category

Engineering consultancies, expertise & other service providers

Wind power jobs Typical 

profile

Wind power activities

Distribution of wind jobs:

Top 10 wind job employers

▪ Total number of wind power jobs: 

3,407

▪ Number of companies: 309

▪ Majority business type: SME

▪ Average creation date: 1995
36%

48%

15%

1% 1 2 3 4

100%

Series1

Series2

Series3

Series4
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6
4953

201

12345

Number of businesses by windpower 
group

VSEs (<10 employees)
SMEs (10–50 employees)
MSCs (251–5,000 emp.)
VLEs (or their

subsidiaries)

1. Planning & Design

2. Component manufacturing

3. Engineering & Construction

4. Operations & Maintenance
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Photo credits

* The other photos match the sources cited under the photos or are royalty-free photos

The credits below correspond to the photos provided by manufacturers for the Observatory* 

Page 4 Envision

Page 20 Siemens Gamesa

Page 35 GE Renewables Energy

Page 40 GE Renewables Energy

Page 45 GE Renewables Energy

Page 45 Siemens Gamesa

Page 47 La Dépêche

Page 50 Vestas

Page 53 Enercon

Page 87 Enercon

Page 106 Vestas

Page 111 RTE Enedis

Page 116 RTE Enedis

Page 135 Poma Leitwind

Page 140 Enercon

Page 145 Nordex

Page 146 Boralex

Page 147 Nordex

Page 155 Poma Leitwind

Page 157 Vensys

Page 171 Envision
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France Énergie Éolienne’s members

2W RH2.0
2W RH
3D ENERGIES
3E
8.2 FRANCE
ABB FRANCE
ABEI ENERGY FRANCE
ABIES
ABO WIND
ACAJOO
ACOFI GESTION
ADI-NA (AGENCE DE DEVELOPPEMENT ET 
D'INNOVATION NOUVELLE-AQUITAINE)
AERTSSEN KRANEN BV
AGENCE TACT
AGREGIO (EDF)
AIR ENERGIE INGENIERIE SAS
AIRELE - AUDDICE ENVIRONEMENT
ALLIANZ CAPITAL PARTNERS GMBH

Alpic

ALPIQ ENERGIE FRANCE
AM'EOLE GMBH
ARCELORMITTAL PROJECTS EUROPE B.V.
ARKEMA FRANCE
ARKOLIA ENERGIES SAS
ASHURST LLP
ATALANTE ENERGIES
ATLANTIQUE MARITIME SERVICES
AXPO FRANCE SAS
BAYWA R.E FRANCE
BDO IDF
BHC ENERGY
BILLAS AVENIR ENERGIE
BIODIV-WIND SAS
BIOTOPE
BIRD & BIRD AARPI
BKW ENERGIE AG
BMH AVOCATS
BNP PARIBAS SA
BORALEX SAS
BUREAU VERITAS CONSTRUCTION
C.V.A. S.P.A.
CABINET RAVETTO ASSOCIES
CAISSE DES DEPOTS ET CONSIGNATIONS
CALYCE DEVELOPPEMENT
CARL STAHL
CENTRALES NEXT SAS
CEPS
CETIM
CEZ FRANCE SAS
CHAPELLE D'EOLE
CHARIER GC
CHARLOTTE SELLIER
CMI TECH5I PASTOR

Coherence energies

COLAS SA
COLLECTE LOCALISATION SATELLITES

Coverwind solutions france
CREDIT AGRICOLE CIB
CREDIT AGRICOLE LEASING ET FACTORING
CREDIT INDUSTRIEL ET COMMERCIAL
CREDIT INDUSTRIEL ET COMMERCIAL
CSTB
CUBICO SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENTS
CXC SL
DAVID ENERGIES
DEKRA INDUSTRIAL SAS
DELHOM ACOUSTIQUE
DERBI
DEUTSCHE WINDTECHNIK S.A.R.L
DLA PIPER FRANCE LLP
DLGA
DNV GL
DS AVOCATS
E.ON CLIMATE & RENEWABLES FRANCE 
SASU
E6 SA
ECO DELTA
ECOLE CENTRALE NANTES
EDPR FRANCE HOLDING
EIFFAGE ENERGIE MAINE BRETAGNE
ELATOS
ELAWAN ENERGY FRANCE SAS
ELEC-ENR SASU
ELEMENTS SAS
ELICIO FRANCE
EMERGYA WIND TECHNOLOGIES B.V.
ENBW ENERGIES RENOUVELABLES SAS
ENCIS WIND
ENECO
ENERCON GMBH
ENERCOOP SCIC - SA
ENERGIE EOLIENNE FRANCE
Energie Eolienne Solidaire
ENERGIE PARTAGEE
ENERGIEKONTOR AG

energies normandie

ENERGIETEAM
ENERGREEN PRODUCTION
ENERTRAG
ENERYO
ENESI SARL
ENGIE GREEN FRANCE
ENVINERGY TRANSACTION
ENVISION ENERGY
EOL-C
EOLE CONSTRUCTING
EOLEC
EOLFI racheté par SHELL
EOLINK
EOLISE SAS
EOLTECH
EOS WIND FRANCE
EPSILINE
EQOS ENERGIE LUXEMBOURG SARL
EQUINOR (ANCIENNEMENT STATOIL)

ERG FRANCE
ESCOFI ENERGIES NOUVELLES
ETS FRANCOIS MEUNIER - GROUP MIND
EUROCAPE NEW ENERGY FRANCE
EUROVIA MANAGMENT
EUROWATT DEVELOPPEMENT
EUROWATT SERVICES
EVEROZE
EVERSHEDS
Evolen(adhésion croisé)
EWZ
EXPLAIN
Exus Management Partners
FALCK ENERGIES RENOUVELABLES
FAST
FIDAL
FILHET-ALLARD ET COMPAGNIE
FINERGREEN FRANCE
FONDEOLE
FORCES EOLIENNES DU GEVAUDAN
FRTE (TERRA ENERGIES)
GE ENERGY SERVICES FRANCE
GE ENERGY SERVICES FRANCE
GEG ENR
GIDE LOYRETTE NOUEL AARPI
GIE QUALITE ENTREPRISES
GLOBAL WIND POWER FRANCE
GLOBES
GOTHAER
GOWLING WLG FRANCE
GP-JOULE FRANCE SARL
GRAS SAVOYE
GREENSOLVER
GRID SOLUTIONS SAS
GROUPE ETCHART
GROUPE VALECO
H2AIR
HELIOPALES
HEURTEBISE
HYDRONEXT
HYDROPTION
IDEOL
IEL DEVELOPPEMENT
IFP ENERGIES NOUVELLES
IMAGIN'ERE
IN CONTROL FRANCE
INEO RESEAUX CENTRE
INERSYS - SYSCOM
INNERGEX FRANCE SAS
INTERVENT SAS
JARNIAS TRAVAUX SPECIAUX
JIGRID
JP ENERGIE ENVIRONNEMENT
KALLIOPE
KDE ENERGY FRANCE
KELLER FONDATION SPECIALES
Kgal
Kooi security France
LA BANQUE POSTALE
LEOSPHERE
LES VENTS MEUSES DU SUD

LHOTELLIER - LEAD
LINKLATERS
LM WIND POWER
LOUIS DREYFUS ARMATEUR
LPA - CGR AVOCATS
LUMO
LYCEE DHUODA
LYCEE SAINT FRANCOIS D'ASSISE
MARSH
MASER ENGINEERING
MAZARS ALTER & GO CONCERTATION
MD WIND
MERSEN FRANCE AMIENS
Meteolien
METEORAGE
METROL
MGA

Milin energy

MIROVA
MOJO MARITIME FRANCE
MOTT MACDONALD
MW ENERGIES
NASS & WIND SMART SERVICES
NATIXIS ENERGECO
NATURAL POWER
NATURGY RENOVABLES - (ANCIENNEMENT 
GAS NATURAL FENOSA)
NAVAL ENERGIES
NCA ENVIRONNEMENT
NEOEN
NEOPOLIA
NET WIND
NORDDEUTCHE LANDERBANK 
GIROZENTRALE
NORDEX FRANCE
NORIA
NORMANDIE ENERGIES
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT LLP
NOTUS ENERGIE FRANCE SERVICES
NOUVERGIES
OMEXOM RENEWABLE ENERGIES
OMNES CAPITAL
OPENR SAS
OREMOTOR
ORMAZABAL FRANCE
ORSTED WIND POWER A/S
OSTWIND INTERNATIONAL
OX2 WIND
P&T TECHNOLOGIE SAS
PARKWIND
PLANETA FRANCE SAS

Pôle Derbi

POLE S2E2
POMA LEITWIND
POYRY MANAGEMENT CONSULTING FRANCE
PRINCIPLE POWER FRANCE
Prysmian

PWC SOCIÉTÉ D'AVOCATS
QOS ENERGY
QUADRAN ENERGIE MARINE
QUENEA'CH
RAZEL-BEC
RBA
REGION OCCITANIE
RENVICO
RES GROUP
réseau jade 

Rgreen invest

ROMO WIND
RP GLOBAL FRANCE
s2e2
SAB ENERGIES RENOUVELABLES SAS
SABIK OFFSHORE
SAFIER INGENIERIE
SAINT-LAURENT ENERGIE
SALAMANDER GROUP - SKF FRANCE
SAMFI-INGENIERIE
SAMSOLAR/SAMFI
SARL DU MONT FAVERGER
SBM FRANCE
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC FRANCE
SCP LACOURTE RAQUIN TATAR
SE LEVAGE
SEL GROUPE
SEM SIP ENR
SEML COTE D'OR ENERGIES
SENS OF LIFE
SENVION
SERGIES
SHELL
SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY 
EOLICA SL
SIKA
Singulair 
SITE A WATTS DEVELOPPEMENT
SK & PARTNER
SKYWORK
SNC VS ENERGIE
SOCIETE D'EOLIENNE CARIBEENNE
SOCIETE GENERALE
SOCOTEC FRANCE
SOFIVA ENERGIE
Soledra
SOLEIL DU MIDI
SOLVEO ENERGIE
SPARKSIS - INVESTER TECHNOLOGIES
STATKRAFT MARKETS GMBH
STEAG NEW ENERGIES GMBH
SUEZ RV FRANCE
SUPAIRVISION
SYNERIA SAS
TCO WIND LORRAINE SAS
TECH INTER
Technostrobe
TEKERIA
TENERRDIS

TERRE ET LAC CONSEIL
Tevali Partner
TOTAL - QUADRAN
TOTAL - QUADRAN
TRIODOS FINANCE BV
TTR ENERGY
UL INTERNATIONAL GMBH
UNIPER FRANCE ENERGY SOLUTIONS= 
GAZEL ENERGY
VAL D'EOLE
VALLOUREC TUBES
VALOREM ENERGIE
VATTENFALL EOLIEN SAS
VDN
VELOCITA ENERGIES
VENDEE ENERGIE
VENSYS ENERGY AG
VENT D'EST
VENTELYS
VENTIS
VENTS D'OC ENERGIES RENOUVELABLES
VEOLIA DECONSTRUCTION FRANCE
VERDI
VERSPIEREN
VESTAS FRANCE
VOLKSWIND FRANCE SAS
VOLTA AVOCATS
VOLTALIA
VOL-V ELECTRICITE RENOUVELABLE
VRYHOF ANCHORS B.V.
VSB ENERGIES NOUVELLES
VULCAIN
WATSON, FARLEY & WILLIAMS LLP
WEB ENERGIE DU VENT
WINDFEES
Windfran
WINDPARKSERVICE
WINDSTROM FRANCE
WINDVISION FRANCE SAS
WKN FRANCE
WPD OFFSHORE
WPD ONSHORE FRANCE
WPO
ZEPHYR

Partners:
Pôle Mer Méditerranée

CCI Business
France Énergies Marines

Office franco-allemand pour la 
transition énergétique (German-
French Office for the Energy 

Transition – OFATE)
Cluster maritime français (French 

Maritime Cluster)
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The team behind the 2020 Observatory

▪ Matthieu Monnier

• Deputy to the General Delegate

▪ Hassan Abouzid

• Wind farm project manager

▪ Cécile Maisonneuve-Cado

• President of the Industry Commission

▪ Alexandra Bonanni

• Director of the Energy Strategy Lab

▪ Pierre-Henri de La Codre

• Energy & Utilities consultant

▪ Quentin Montaclair

• Energy & Utilities consultant

▪ Vincent Guénard

• Wind Power and Marine 
Energy Coordinator, in 
charge of offshore wind 
power




